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The Lolly Machine was originally constructed and programmed in 1996 at Murdoch University’s 
Rockingham Campus by Graeme Cole and John Boulton [1], [2]. The machine sorts lollies by colour and 
dispenses the user-selected amount of each colour [1], [2]. The primary purpose of the machine is to 
demonstrate the practical engineering degree provided by Murdoch University during public events [1]. 
Demonstrations support the “keeping it real” motto of the Think Murdoch 2015 Campaign [3]. The 
secondary purpose is to expose Industrial Computer Systems Engineering students to more complex 
projects and industrial components, for example the colour sorting function is applicable in the food, 
manufacturing and ore processing industries [4], [5].  
The Lolly Machine Upgrade Honours Thesis was undertaken to fulfil the requirements of the Bachelor of 
Engineering Honours Degree at Murdoch University. The main objective of the project was to return the 
Lolly Machine to an operational state for future public demonstrations by upgrading the control and 
communication of the machine environment. The required tasks were divided into five main objectives: 
two relating to developing the software and hardware to an operational state, two to extending the 
machine functionality, aesthetic appeal and user interaction and one to improving the limited 
documentation to ease future works.  
Overall four of the five objectives were achieved. The lolly machine is in an operational state, capable of 
stand-alone operation. The functionality and robustness were optimised by replacing faulty components 
and addressing hardware extensions. A DotStar, an individually addressable light emitting diode strip, was 
installed to extend the machine’s aesthetic appeal and user-interaction, optimising the machine 
effectiveness during public demonstrations. Multiple documents were created and updated, significantly 
improving the machine documentation. Due to the unforeseen extension of the first objective, one of the 
machine extension objectives was not completed. 
The purpose of this report is to present the information pertaining to each objective, including the design 
and approach, works completed, reasoning for decisions, problems encountered and solutions 
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The Murdoch University Lolly Machine was designed and 
developed in the late nineties by Graeme Cole and John Boulton, 
refer to Figure 1 [1], [2]. The function of the lolly machine is to 
sort lollies into four sections dependent on colour and dispense 
the user specified number of each colour [1], [2]. The hardware 
required to complete this covers a large range of components, 
including colour and proximity sensors, pneumatically operated 
valves, limit switches and an operational panel [1]. The software 
control using completed in the language Forth, an interactive 
language which allows active debugging and testing of code [1], 
[6].  
The primary purpose of the machine is to demonstrate the unique practical Engineering degree Murdoch 
University provides at public events e.g. University Open Days [1]. Displaying such projects worked on by 
students supports the Think Murdoch 2015 campaign’s ‘keeping it real’ motto [3]. Due to time restraints, 
during the original programming and the limited work since, the lolly machine was non-operational for 
the 2015 Murdoch Open Day and hence was not displayed. This non-operational machine status is not 
desirable in enhancing the university’s capabilities at public functions.  
A secondary purpose is to provide a practical, more complex learning experience for the ICSE students, 
combining the theoretical and practical learning aspects of the degree. The complexity of the project 
allows students to work on and understand the effects and issues of a larger project, in lieu of the smaller 
projects completed during the third year of the degree.  
Furthermore the hardware components are used throughout various industries, increasing each student’s 
applicable real world knowledge and understanding. One of the major functions of colour sorting is 
relevant to the food and manufacturing industry as well as ore-processing [4], [5]. Physical properties of 
ore, such as colour in visible light, allow efficient separation of magnesite, limestone, base metals, gold 
Figure 1. Lolly Machine 
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ore, coal and other materials [5]. Ore sorting reduces plant capital and operating expenditure and 
minimises the environmental impact through waste separation [5], [7]. This is just one example of the real 
world application of the lolly machine components and functions, providing a higher level of the 
knowledge for graduates. 
1.1 Project Objectives 
This thesis, undertaken as partial requirement for the Bachelor of Engineering Honours Degree at 
Murdoch University, aims to upgrade the control and communication of the lolly machine environment. 
Updating this machine would allow practical demonstration to be provided during future events. The main 
objective was divided into five smaller objectives listed below in order of priority (highest to lowest):  
1. Develop the program to an operational state addressing previously noted issues,  
2. Transfer the program from RAM to ROM allowing stand-alone machine operation, 
3. Consider and implement necessary hardware and software extensions for both functional and 
aesthetic reasons,  
4. Improve documentation to ease future work and  
5. Develop a NI LabVIEW status display program to allow user interaction via a PC.  
1.2 Project Outline 
For each objective the tasks required, duration and dependencies were considered in order to form the 
project plan. The purpose of this report is to document the approach and works completed towards the 
objectives outlined. 
To begin with a system overview and summary of previous works are included to develop an 
understanding of the machine operation and programs. Sections 0 to 0 present the tasks completed, 
problems encountered, resulting solutions and reasoning for decisions for each of the objectives. A 
conclusion is included at the end of each section to summarise the objective completion and remaining 
tasks. The overall project final outcome and details on future works concludes the report.  
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2 System Overview 
2.1 Hardware 
The various hardware components comprising the lolly machine will be briefly discussed to provide a basic 
understanding of its operation, refer to Appendix A section 12.1.1 for further technical information 
including board layouts and schematics.  
2.1.1 Control  
For the control and communication a MC68HC11-based embedded system is utilized, consisting of three 
boards: the Processor Board, the I/O Board and the Interface Board [1]. The Processor board, a NMIS-
0021B, contains the processor, the memory and the PC serial connection (refer to board components in 
Figure 2) [8].  
The I/O Board, a NMIS-3000 addressed at 8040 hexadecimal, stacks on top of the processor board via the 
34 pin VSCs (refer to highlighted board components in Figure 3) [9]. The board supports 32 digital latchable 
Figure 3. I/O Board 34 pin VSC 
32 Outputs 32 Inputs 
Address Line 






34 pin VSC 
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inputs and 32 digital latched outputs, signalling between the processor board and the hardware 
components [9].  
The interface board, a NMIS-7070 addressed at 8000 hexadecimal, provides signal communication 
between further I/O including a 20 key keypad and LCD (refer to connections highlighted in Figure 4) [1], 
[10]. 
2.1.2 Sensors 
Two colour sensors, a CS 1-P 1111 (CS 1) and CS 3-P 3632 (CS 2), are used to determine the colour of the 
lolly in the detection area as shown in Figure 5 [1]. The sensors transmit light to the non-transparent 
object and determine the colour by analysing the light reflected [4], [11]. CS 1 stores one reference colour 
whilst CS 2 stores three, producing a specific four bit detection code for each 
colour [1], [4].  
Two capacitive proximity sensors are used at the detection area and reject 
area to determine if a lolly is present. Figure 6 shows the reject area.  
Figure 4. Interface Board 
LCD connection 
34 pin VSC Address Line 
Keypad connection 
Figure 5. Detection Area 








Nine pneumatically operated valves are 
used for the lolly machine, two for the 
detection and reject slides, three for the 
sorting directors and four for the dispensers 
(refer to the directors and dispenser 
highlighted in Figure 7) [1]. The valves have 
limit switches connected to determine if any 
valve is fully extended or contracted [1]. 
2.1.4 Operational Panel 
An operational panel is positioned on the front of the machine, allowing the user 
to select how many of each coloured lolly is to be dispensed via push buttons 
and view the number selected via the seven segment LED to the middle and left 
of Figure 8 respectively [1]. Figure 8 also shows a start, cancel and error light 
with the start and cancel also acting as a push button. 
2.1.5 Connection 
The I/O ribbon cables from the I/O board connect to an I/O interface board, shown in Figure 9 [1]. The 
board alters the signals as required using Darlington arrays and pull up resistors before connecting 
through to the connector panel, refer to Figure 10 [1].  
Figure 8. Operational Panel 
Figure 7. Lolly Machine Sorting and Dispensing Area 
Left, Top and Right Directors 
 Dispensers  
Figure 9. I/O Interface Board 
I/O Board Connection 
Pull Up Resistors Pull Up Resistors 
Darlington Arrays  
Valve, Operational Panel, Sensors and Auto Switch Connectors    




The machine is programmed using the SwiftX environment in the 
language Forth [1]. Forth is a high level language providing 
interactive development and allowing language extensions to 
customise the language to suit specific applications [12].   
The SwiftX project folder contains multiple files: the app and 
usercode text files are of the greatest importance to this thesis [2]. 
The app file is burnt into the ROM, a time-consuming process 
requiring ultraviolet erasing to wipe the previous program. Refer to 
Appendix B section 12.2 for process instructions. The usercode file can be quickly updated via debugging 
and downloading the program from a PC terminal. Due to this reason the development, testing and 
debugging of the project code is completed in the usercode file. 
Programs can be transferred between languages, therefore the thesis focuses towards the code structure 
and design, rather than Forth specifics. Example code will be presented in a simplified form with the Forth 
program presented in Appendix C section 12.3. 
  
Figure 10. I/O Connector Panel 
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3 Previous Works 
The original machine build and program development was completed in 1996 by Graeme Cole and John 
Boulton [1], [2]. A document titled “Computer Control System for the Lolly Dispenser” was created 
detailing the machine hardware components and connections [1]. The program, referred to as program 
one for this report, is heavily commented with dated updates occurring in 1997, 1999 and 2001 [2]. The 
documentation was also updated by Graeme Cole in 2001 [1].  
Further work on the machine was completed by a group of students in October 2010 [13], [14]. The 
students developed a second program to be referred to as program two [14]. The original documentation 
was not updated therefore the machine alterations during this second project are not clear [1], [14].  
The acquired documentation was further analysed to develop an understanding of the machine. The 
previously noted issues were listed to be addressed during the project, including:  
 Reject Lollies - In [1], [2], [13] the requirement of the lolly machine to deal with a reject lolly is 
emphasised. The colour sensors are able to identify four colours, referred to as valid colours, 
whilst the lolly packets contain five colours [1]. The fifth colour has been classified as the ‘reject 
colour’. Furthermore [2] discusses the faulty detection of a valid colour to be a reject. The 
proposed method of dealing with a reject is to flush the lolly back to the feed via the reject shoot, 
refer to Figure 6 [2], [13].  
 Limit Switch Inclusion - Programs one and two are time dependent programs, where all valve 
movements are based on wait times [1], [2], [14]. To increase the efficiency of the program, valve 
movements need to be dependent on the LSs connected for each valve [2].  
 Lolly Jams - Lolly jamming has previously occurred in the top feed slide, preventing lollies from 
moving to the detector area [2], [13]. A sensor was installed, prior to this thesis, to detect if a lolly 
has dropped into the detector area [2]. After several reoccurrences of lollies not being fed, a 
potential lolly jam could be identified. The suggestion is to automatically shuffle the feed slide 
dislodging the jam [2]. For this to occur the sensor needs to be incorporated into the code.  
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 Colour Detection Errors - Problems with the colour detection have been experienced, with orange 
lollies detected as yellow or red [2], [13]. The colour sensor will be recalibrated as suggested in 
[2]. However the issue of the sensors’ sensitivity to the light of the surrounding room will also 
need to be addressed. 
 Program Inefficiency - General redefining of words, restructuring of loops and tasks will be 
addressed to increase program efficiency [1], [2].  





4 Objective One 
Objective one focused on developing an operational, reliable program, whilst addressing previously noted 
issues to optimize program robustness. The tasks involved were software tests, hardware tests and 
program development. As the work is completed, arising issues and solutions found will be detailed for 
each of the tasks. 
4.1 Software Test 
To begin the project the previous programs were tested to determine the project direction. If a program 
passed the testing phase it would be considered for use, allowing quick movement on to objectives two 
to six. However if the programs failed the testing phase, a new program would need to be developed, 
extending the time required to complete this objective.  
4.1.1 Method 
The programs were measured against several criteria including syntax, commenting and documentation, 
structure, operational status and estimated time for completion. The testing method is outlined below: 
1. Analyse the documentation and code syntax, commenting and structure.   
2. From step 1 determine how to operate the machine. 
3. Complete a debug session for the initial operational status. If the session is successful move to 
step 5. 
4. Address errors highlighted on terminal until the debug session is successful, time permitting. 
5. Test several simple defined words, i.e. turn a light on. 
6. Test the operation of the entire program by attempting to run through each of the functions: 
sorting lollies by colour, user lolly selection, count display and lolly dispensing. 
To provide a testing environment the SwiftX software was installed and the PC connected to the machine 
via the serial connection [15]. The connection was tested by debugging a session of the project from 
program one resulting in a ‘Sync-core: kernel mismatch’ error [15]. After consultation, the error was found 
to be due to the non-updated ROM. A new ROM was burnt with the updated target file included, removing 




The criteria were marked based on whether the requirements were satisfactorily met or not, which was 
relatively straightforward for the first three criteria. The estimated completion time requirement was 
compared against the time required to develop another program. The results are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Software Test Results 
Test Criteria Program One Program Two 
Syntax/commenting/documentation   × 
Structure  × 
Operational Status  ×  
Estimated Completion Time × × 
4.1.3 Discussion 
Program one was well commented with the code containing user instructions [2]. The constant syntax, 
commenting and dated code modifications greatly assisted in understanding the code [2]. The well-
structured code was based on loops and tasks with efficient word definitions [2]. Therefore the program 
passed the first two criteria, however failed the first debug session. Step four highlighted that the majority 
of issues were due to the length of time passed between the last program modification date and this test. 
In this time a file titled SimpleNeeds was created containing the definitions of multiple basic words such 
as increment and decrement [2]. The new file led to two issues for program one: duplication of words and 
the same words being redefined under different names. Modifying the code resulted in a complete debug 
session however the machine did not behave as expected. Simple words worked correctly whereas 
complicated loops and tasks did not. The estimated time to completion was unclear due to the unknown 
issue with operation, therefore it did not meet the final criteria requirements.   
Program two had limited documentation, lacked commenting and did not use ‘constants’ for addressing, 
complicating the understanding of quite a simple program [13], [14]. Furthermore the code lacked 
structure with minimal use of loops and no tasks used [14]. Therefore the program did not meet the 
requirements of the first two criteria. The initial debug session failed due to multiple words being 
undefined. Using program one the words were redefined and the debug session was successful. After 
minimal modifications the majority of the program did work. However for this program to be used the 
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entire structure would need to be reconsidered, extending the estimated completion time. The lack of 
program commenting would further complicate this task, therefore program two failed the final criteria.   
4.1.4 Conclusion 
The tests results highlighted one operational program and one structured program [2], [14]. From this it 
was decided to develop a third program, basing the structure, syntax and commenting on program one 
whilst using program two to develop functional words.  
4.2 Hardware Test 
Hardware tests on the 32 digital inputs and outputs were undertaken. This task allowed faulty equipment 
to be replaced early in the project providing fully-functional hardware for the program development. 
Program one used constants with easily understandable names for I/O bitmasks providing a starting point 
for testing [2]. Program one was further used to develop test methods. Forth programming deals with 
byte and words easily compared to doubles, therefore the 32 input bits and 32 output bits were divided 
into low and high addresses: hexadecimal addresses of 8040 and 8042 respectively.  
The outputs were tested first as the inputs included limit switches and colour sensors. The limit switch 
address bitmasks were unknown which would require output control to test. The colour sensors required 
recalibration, noted in [2] as was evident from software tests of the sorting function. The test results were 
collected in a Microsoft Excel spread sheet, addressed later in section 7.1. 
4.2.1 Outputs 
For the outputs, each bit was set and cleared individually to confirm the bitmask names and output 
operation. For example, to test the top director the words ‘TopDirector HighSet’ and ‘TopDirector 
HighClear’ were entered in the terminal (refer to Appendix C section 12.3 for Forth definitions of highset 
and highclear). The output statuses were noted in the spread sheet. Table 2 displays selected columns 
from the spread sheet: evidently only two LEDs were faulty.  
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Table 2. Output Test Results 
Address Hexdecimal 
Address 
Type Specification Correct 
Operation 
(N/Y) 
Low 1 LED Green  N 
2 LED Blue  Y 
4 LED Red  Y 
8 LED Yellow N 
High 1 Valve Left Centre Dispenser Y 
2 Valve Right Centre Dispenser Y 
4 Valve Right Hand Dispenser Y 
8 Valve Detector Slide Y 
10 Valve Feed Slide Y 
20 Valve Left Director Y 
40 Valve Right Director Y 
80 Valve Top Director Y 
100 Light Error Y 
200 Light Cancel Y 
400 Light Start Y 
1000 Valve Reject Air Y 
4000 Valve Cup Y 
8000 Valve Left Hand Dispenser Y 
4.2.2 Inputs 
The 32 inputs were tested using low and high reads in binary. For example, the code ‘LowRead @ .’ was 
entered in the terminal (refer to Appendix C section 12.3 for lowread definition). This code fetches and 
prints the bits of the low address to the terminal with 0 and 1 representing inputs as on and off 
respectively. 
Testing started with the known inputs. The reject sensor was not working correctly, i.e. the bit was not 
changing when a lolly was present in the reject area. The capacitive proximity sensor was recognising the 
surrounding machine as an object and hence never turned off. The sensor position was adjusted and 
operation returned to as expected. The unknown limit switches were tested by setting and clearing the 
valves and noting the corresponding bit change.   
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Table 3. Input Test Results 
Address Hexadecim
al Address 
Type Specification Correct 
Operation 
(N/Y)  
Low 1 LS Left Centre Dispenser Off Y 
2 LS Left Centre Dispenser On Y 
4 LS Right Centre Dispenser Off Y 
8 LS Right Centre Dispenser On Y 
10 LS Right Hand Dispenser Off Y 
20 LS Right Hand Dispenser On Y 
40 LS Detector Slide Off Y 
80 LS Detector Slide On Y 
100 Sensor Colour Y 
400 Sensor Colour Y 
800 Sensor Colour Y 
1000 Sensor Colour Y 
4000 LS Left Hand Dispenser Off Y 
8000 LS Left Hand Dispenser On Y 
High 1 Sensor Detector Y 
2 Sensor Reject Y 
4 Button Start Y 
8 Button Cancel Y 
10 Button Red Y 
20 Button Yellow Y 
40 Button Green Y 
80 Button Blue Y 
100 LS Feed Slide Off Y 
200 LS Feed Slide On Y 
400 LS Left Director Right Y 
800 LS Left Director Left Y 
1000 LS Right Director Right Y 
2000 LS Right Director Left Y 
4000 LS Top Director Right Y 
8000 LS Top Director Left Y 
The colour sensors were checked by feeding different coloured lollies and using lowread, however the 
four bits did not change as expected. Datasheets and documentation on the colour sensors were 
referenced to understand the correct operation and recalibration process [4], [11]. Recalibration required 
‘teaching’ the sensors the four different colours, one for CS 1 and three for CS 2 [11]. The calibration was 
tested using the lowread and checking the change in the four bits. Table 4 displays the final four relevant 
bits in the form of colour detection code. The corresponding hexadecimal bitmasks were entered into 
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code and the machine specific recalibration process documented; the documentation is discussed later in 
section 7.2. 
Table 4. Colour Detection Codes (with a hyphen symbolising an insignificant bit) 






4.3 Program Development 
This section discusses the design, method, fundamentals and task development of the operational 
program. Sections 4.3.4 to 4.3.8 detail the works completed, problems encountered and previously noted 
issues addressed for the program tasks determined below in 4.3.1. 
4.3.1 Design 
To develop a robust, operational program the design of the new program’s structure, project structure, 
syntax, constants and commenting were considered. The design for the new program structure was based 
on tasks from program one [2]. Tasks allow specific functions to start, pause and stop as required [2]. The 
multitasking of the MC68HC11 (known as multithreading in other languages) allows multiple tasks to run 
concurrently [12]. The tasks of the machine were categorised into sorting the lollies, displaying the lolly 
counts, selecting the lolly counts and dispensing the user-selected lollies. The movement between these 
tasks were controlled by a supervising task, creating a hierarchical structure.  
Projects could either be structured with the code divided into multiple text files or the entire code in one 
text file [2], [14]. The latter option was decided upon due to the ease of looking into the entire code during 
development, debugging and testing. Centring the code would ease the task of moving the program to 
ROM for objective two, refer to section 5.  
By defining and maintaining the syntax, names and commenting, the program would be easier to 
understand during future works. The standard for each was demonstrated in program one, easing the 
implementation during the thesis [2], [12].  
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Table 5 displays the relevant operands used for parameter commenting. When defining a word, a semi-
colon and colon are used to begin and end the definition respectively. The parameter commenting is used 
to highlight the inputs and outputs of the word. An example of a defined word is shown below: this format 
will be used throughout the report.  





n1 Signed numbers 
 
: Word ( -- )  \ Commenting to explain word 
   Actions completed ; 
For the defined constants and words obvious names were used to ease future programming. Forth allows 
the definition of countless words, developed as a hierarchy of words. For this reason specific addresses 
and constants were used as the input to allow one word for various addresses. An example is using a 
function such as ‘dispense’ and choosing which colour to complete this action for, instead of including a 
‘dispense yellow’, ‘dispense green’ etc. This method results in minimal coding and an efficient program. 
However, occasionally separate functions were needed when the specific addresses were required 
numerous times in one word.  
An example of task structure is shown in the code below. The task must be defined, as shown by the first 
line of code. To start the task, it must be built and the loop within activated, shown in the second line.  If 
the loop ends the task reaches the stop, freezing the program. Therefore the task loops required the 
‘begin again’ structure. 
Task Example   \ Task defined as example 
: StartExample   \ Word defined to build example task and activate the example loop 




The development method started with the simpler words entered and tested via the terminal. The words 
were moved into the usercode file where further testing on the behaviour and parameters was 
completed. As the words developed into a hierarchy, the lower words required alterations and further 
testing to confirm correct operation of the higher words. The loops were developed, tested and debugged 
as finite loops before being converted to indefinite loops as the tasks required. The five tasks determined 
in section 4.3.1 provided clear divisions of code to test separately. To ensure correct task operation each 
task was resumed and suspended numerous times before being run for an extended length of time. The 
tasks were combined and tested as an entire program.  
4.3.3 Fundamentals 
Initially fundamental words were defined, relating to the status of inputs and control of outputs. The code 
developed during section 4.2 included address setting, clearing and reading as well as defining the 
bitmasks as constants.  All outputs were set to zero at the beginning of a program run to initialise the 
machine.  
Input specific words were created relating to the status of the buttons and limit switches. For the button 
presses two higher words were created; one which determined if a specific button was ON (pressed) and 
one which determined if all the buttons were off. The words were combined to ensure if a button was 
held down, the button press count would not increase [2]. For the LSs a word was defined to determine 
the status of a specific LS in order to determine the position of valves.   
Further output specific words related to the machine lights. Heartbeat indicators are beneficial during 
program development and operation as a frozen program can easily be identified from a frozen indicator. 
Therefore a heartbeat task was implemented on the start light. The heartbeat task ran an infinite loop 
which simply turned the light on and off.  
The LCD and keyboard, addressed at hexadecimal 8000 and 8008 respectively, were also considered 
during this initial coding. The LCD required words to initialise, clear and emit characters. For the keyboard 
a byte table was created and words defined to output the last key pressed.  
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Counters, implemented as variables, were required for two functions: counting the errors to monitor 
operation and counting the lollies selected or dispensed for each colour. For the counters to be 
implemented in the code, count resets, addition and subtraction were created. Furthermore an error 
count limit was defined as well as a total selected lolly count.  
4.3.4 Sorting Task 
The function of the sorting task was to divide the lollies into the four colour feeds correctly. Two loops 
were achieved in this task, one for sorting the lollies and one for monitoring errors, referred to as the 
‘sorting loop’ and ‘error loop’ respectively. The previously noted issues addressed during this task included 
lolly jam, reject lollies, limit switch inclusion and program efficiency.  
4.3.4.1 Sorting Loop 
The loop design was continuously modified during debugging 
and testing with the final design flow diagram displayed in 
Figure 11. The figure shows the operation of the task began 
by using the previously unused detection area sensor to 
determine if a lolly was present. This initial step prevented a 
lolly jam in the detector area and began to address the lolly 
feed jamming issues mentioned in Section 0. Evidently if a 
lolly was not detected the machine would attempt to feed 
another before rechecking the detector sensor. If again, no 
lolly was present the program recognised a ‘no lolly fed’ error 
representing either an empty feed or lolly jam.   
When the machine detected a lolly, the sorting task 
continued by detecting the colour and setting the directors 
as required. Consideration about the implementation of the 
reject recycling led to dealing with the lollies as another 
colour. If a reject was detected, the set directors step would 
Figure 11. Sorting Loop Flow Diagram 
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set the reject slide, preparing for a reject flush. From here the lolly, either a valid 
colour or reject, was dumped into the determined area.  
For the rejects, a second sensor referred to as the reject sensor determines if a lolly 
was in the reject area. If a lolly was present, a pneumatic valve was turned on, flushing 
the lolly back to the feed. During the testing of the reject flush two jamming issues 
were encountered, one in the reject area and one in the reject shoot, refer to Figure 
12. The hardware issues were noted, to be addressed later in section 6.1.  
The sorting task used five of the nine valves of the machine, raising the previously 
noted issue of LS exclusion. Initially the LSs were to be added to transfer the program 
dependency from time based to valve controlled. However valve controlled 
movements could lead to program freezing if waiting for a faulty valve to extend or 
contract. To avoid this scenario waits were incorporated, the valve positions were checked and action 
continued. The code below shows an example of this LS implementation for the feed slide.  
:FeedLolly ( -- )     \ Moves lolly from feed to detection area  
 FeedSlide On SlideWait ms   \ Turns feed slide valve on and waits  
 If FeedSlideExtended   \ Checks if valve has extended by reading LSs 
  FeedSlide Off SlideWait ms  \ If valve has extended, turn valve off and wait 
  if FeedSlideContracted  \ Checks if valve has contracted by reading LSs 
   exit    \ If valve has contracted exits if else structure 
   else Error   \ If valve has not contracted error is recognised 
  then 
  else Error    \ If valve has not extended error is recognised 
then ; 
Evidently the code was overcomplicated for such a simple valve movement. For this reason the code 
below was implemented. The time involved versus the result of further considering the time to LS 
dependency moved the task to future work, refer to section 10. 




: FeedLolly ( -- )  \ Moves lolly from feed to detection area 
    FeedSlide On SlideWait ms  FeedSlide Off ;  \ Turns the feedslide on, waits and turns the  
      \ feedslide off.  
An alternative function for the LSs was implemented. Faulty colour separation could occur due to the 
directors not being set correctly, refer to the bottom left decision block in Figure 11. The LSs tested if the 
directors were in the required spot for each colour before dumping the lolly. If the directors were 
incorrectly set, the lolly was categorised as a reject. Implementing the director check increased the overall 
program robustness. The loop was tested multiple times with minor stacking and parameter issues 
resolved. 
4.3.4.2 Error Loop 
The error loop, refer to Figure 13, was defined to address the lolly feed jamming issue, refer to section 0. 
When the error count reached the maximum limit (set as five) the program paused for five seconds, 
providing time for the user to manually jumble the feed and remove jammed lollies. A feed lolly jam was 
not witnessed, therefore the automatic slide jumbling to dislodge the jam was postponed to future work, 
refer to section 10.2. 
Originally the sorting loop was implemented as a ‘begin until’ loop 
which would stop when the maximum errors was reached. Initially the 
sorting task was developed around this loop, referred to as TaskLoop 
1 in the first line of code below. The task and program would freeze 
due to the loop ending forcing the task to reach the stop. To correct 
this, a ‘begin again’ loop was placed outside of the ‘begin until’ loop 
creating an infinite loop referred to as TaskLoop2 in the code below. 
Figure 11 shows the final loop flow diagram with the top process block 
being the sorting loop previously discussed.   
To assist in future development of tasks, stop was altered to nod, 
which would only freeze the faulty task not the entire program (refer Figure 13. Error Loop Flow Diagram 
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to second line of code below). The last line shows how an indicator was added prior to nod. By adding 
different indicators to each task developed, identifying a faulty task became easier. Additional testing was 
completed for the task, resulting in success and temporary completion of the sorting task.  
: StartTask  Task Build  Task Activate TaskLoop1  Stop ;    
 \ Initial task structure 
: StartTask  Task Build  Task Activate TaskLoop2  Nod ;    
 \ Corrected loop and replacement of stop with nod 
: StartTask  Task Build  Task Activate TaskLoop2  ErrorLightOn Nod ;  
 \ Faulty task indicator added 
4.3.5 Display Task 
The function of the displaying task was to display each of the colour counts on the four LEDs on the 
operational panel. The simple task created several issues to be discussed, resulting in the removal of this 
task to increase program efficiency.  
The task flow diagram, shown in Figure 14, demonstrates the simplicity of the task. Each colour count 
would be displayed on the relevant LEDs. An example for one colour is shown below, in binary.  However 
the code resulted in incorrect numbering on the display highlighted in red in Table 6. 
: DisplayRedCount ( -- )  \ Displays the redcount on the red LED 
0001 Clear   \ Clears the existing value from the display 
 Redcount Fetch  \ Fetches the current count in the redcount variable 
 0001 Store ;   \ Stores the count into the display 
 Table 6. Incorrect Counts Displayed on LEDs (faults shown in red) 
 
 
Actual Count 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Count Displayed 0 1 2 3 6 7 Blank Blank Blank Blank A 0 
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After unsuccessful resetting and debugging attempts, the display 
function in program one was analysed. Program one defined a word 
which cleared the display, shifted the pattern left by two and stored 
the new count [2]. The word was tested on the terminal, however it 
would not work. Program two used the word displayed below (in 
binary) to display the red count [14]. From Working between 
programs one and two, it became evident that the LEDs were four 
bit BCD inputs so all four bits required clearing [2], [14]. The issue 
was solved by altering the addresses being cleared in the original 
DisplayRedCount. 
: DisplayRedCount ( -- )    
    1111 Clear   \ Clears the output bits 1111 
  Redcount Fetch  
  0001 Store ;   \ Stores the count into the 4bit code starting at address 1 
Furthermore the previous programs highlighted the LED count restriction of zero to nine (in decimal). A 
count restriction was implemented resetting the count to zero after a count increment from nine. 
Incorrect ordering of tasks led to the count reaching ten, causing the LED to display incorrect values.  To 
prevent this from occurring, in present and future project work, the count reset was moved to the 
selecting task. This will be further discussed in section 4.3.6.   
Due to the move of the count restriction and the simplicity of the display loop, the function was redefined 
as a word instead of a loop and moved into the selecting task. Increasing program efficiency was another 
factor to influence the task combination. The display counts word could also be installed into the 
dispensing task if future students deemed it necessary. 
Figure 14. Displaying Loop 
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4.3.6 Selecting Task 
The function of the selecting task was to increment the specific colour counter as the user pressed each 
button. A colour loop was used to complete this function four times whilst a second loop called the 
selecting loop extended the functionality of the task. Program efficiency was the dominant issue 
addressed by this change.  
4.3.6.1 Colour Loop 
Two task designs were created, one with one loop addressing all colours and the second with a separate 
loop for each colour. Due to the complication of numerous input and output parameters required in the 
first option, the second option was selected. Figure 15 displays the final flow diagram for the colour loop. 
This option simplified the code and maintained the efficiency by reusing several defined loops for different 
colour input parameters. This concept can be further explained by changing the ‘red’ in Figure 15 to the 
other three colours. The red loop will be used to discuss the loop operation.  
From Figure 15 the colour loop evidently began by checking if the colour button was pressed, if not the 
task moved onto the next colour. The count restriction discussed earlier was implemented by either a 
count increment or count reset 
dependent on whether the count had 
reached nine.  
4.3.6.2 Selecting Loop 
The selecting task loop included three 
main parts: the flash setting, the colour 
loops and the count display function (refer 
to Figure 16). The flash setting refers to 
the change of flashing speed of the 
heartbeat indicator, the start button. The 
speed was increased by a factor of five 
when either of the colour counts reached 
Figure 15. Selecting Colour Loop Flow Diagram 
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the count restriction of nine alerting the user to the restriction and prompting 
the press of the start button. Originally the increased speed was implemented 
in a second heartbeat task. This method was later reconsidered due to the 
inefficiency of continuously resuming and suspending two tasks compared to 
altering a flash time variable.  
The colour loop and count display functions have already been discussed in 
sections 4.3.6.1 and 4.3.5 respectively. The position of the flash setting in the 
loop was not extremely important as the time between loops is minimal. 
However, the colour loops must occur before the count display to maintain the updated value. 
4.3.7 Dispensing Task 
The function of the dispensing task was to dispense the correct amount of each lolly colour counted during 
the selecting task. The colour loop method was reused. This simplification increased the program 
efficiency and decreased the code complexity. The issues that apply to this task include the program 
efficiency, limit switch inclusion and cup issue.  
4.3.7.1 Colour Loop 
The red colour loop flow diagram is 
shown in Figure 17 as an example of the 
loop operation. Initially the program 
checked if the count was zero. If the 
count was zero no red lollies had been 
selected, therefore dispensing was not 
required and the program moved to the 
next colour.  
If the count was non-zero the dispenser 
valve was turned on, the valve status 
available through LSs. In section 4.3.4.1 
Figure 16. Selecting Loop Flow 
Diagram 
Figure 17. Dispensing Colour Loop Flow Diagram 
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the LS inclusion was explored with the LSs implemented to prevent incorrect machine operation due to 
faulty valves, instead of converting the time based program to a valve controlled strategy. This LS concept 
was implemented into the dispensing colour loop. After a specified wait time the position of the dispenser 
valve was checked. If the valve had fully extended the program turned the valve off and waited again. If 
the valve was fully contracted the loop was recognised as successful and the count was decremented.  
If the valve did not extend or contract as required a dispenser error was recognised. The blue and green 
valves required a longer time to extend, even after manually adjusting the speed of the valves. Therefore 
the wait time was increased for these loops. Furthermore the slow valves presented the importance of 
turning the dispenser valve off, even if the valve had not fully extended. If this step was removed the valve 
would remain open until the following loop. The entire loop was repeated until the red count reached 
zero.  
4.3.7.2 Dispensing Loop 
The dispensing task continuously ran through the colour loop for the four colours, refer to the dispensing 
loop flow diagram in Figure 18. During design of this task the occurrence of the lollies missing a cup was 
examined. If a cup was not present the lollies would generally miss the cup, whereas if a cup was present 
the lollies rarely missed. It must be noted that a temporary cup was used instead of the correct machine 
cups. It was assumed that the temporary cup would not affect the chances as the machine cups were of 
the same size and shape.  
The task testing showed that the dispenser would not always dispense 
lollies because they may not be fed into the hole properly. Also, if the 
hoppers had less than five lollies they were indispensable. The 
dispensing task would consider this to be a successful lolly dispense due 
to correct valve operation even though a lolly was not dispensed. To 
overcome this problem a new sensor was considered to detect if a lolly 
has been dispensed. This solution was postponed to objective three 
(refer to section 6.2).  




4.3.8 Supervising Task 
This tasks acted as the supervisor, resuming and suspending all other tasks as required, whilst also 
resetting the valves and counts to maintain correct operation. The initial and final task flow diagrams are 
shown in Figure 19 and Figure 20 respectively with multiple design modifications in between.  
4.3.8.1 Initial Task Design 
The general task function was to operate the selecting, dispensing and sorting functions depending on the 
status of the cancel and start buttons and the 10 key on the keypad respectively. The buttons and keys 
required different program implementation methods as the operations were different. The start and 
cancel buttons were not latched, whereas the words defined for the keypad created a latch operation as 
the last key pressed was saved into a variable. Figure 19 shows that if the 10 key was the last key pressed, 
the selecting and dispensing tasks would be suspended whilst the sorting task would be resumed. If 10 
was not pressed last the sorting task would be suspended. Therefore the sorting task was dealt with 
entirely by the status of the 10 key. 
For the start and cancel buttons, the 
program created a latch itself. If the 
start button was pressed once, the 
loop would resume the dispensing 
task. This task would continue to run 
until it was suspended by the cancel 
button or 10 key being pressed.  
4.3.8.2 Task Development 
Resets were originally placed within 
the minor tasks loops, for example the 
count resets were in the selecting task 
loop. The placement created 
problems as the selecting task would 
Figure 19. Initial Supervising Task Flow Diagram 
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be suspended half way through, missing out the resets.  All necessary resets were moved into the 
supervising task.  
To ensure correct operation, one task must have been suspended before the next one was resumed. For 
example, the selecting task must have finished before dispensing was resumed to prevent counter 
interference. The resets must occur in between the suspend and resume commands. If the resets were 
included after tasks were resumed the resets would occur too late, which could have caused issues with 
the counts and valve positions. This order of operation can be seen in each of the process blocks following 
a button press in Figure 20 (refer to the middle column).  
Task testing highlighted that the dispensing task should have ended when the cancel button was pressed 
or when the total selected lollies count reached zero. The second scenario would mean no further 
dispensing was required. Originally this was implemented inside the dispensing task, however this 
placement would end the dispensing task and freeze the program. This extra condition was moved to the 
supervising task.  
When the dispensing task was suspended the cup was extended to deliver lollies to the user. If the cancel 
button was pressed the count required resetting as the function was not completed. This was 
implemented by testing if the total selected lollies were non-zero, after which the reset count was 
displayed and the sorting task resumed.  
After the general operation of the supervisor task was successfully implemented and tested, the start, 
cancel and error light functions were considered. To indicate the required command to the user the start 
and cancel buttons flashed during the selecting and dispensing tasks respectively, refer to the red text in 
Figure 20.  The lights were turned off after the task was suspended to prevent the light from staying on if 
the task was suspended in that position. To show that a function needed to be selected after the 
suspension of the sorting task both the start and cancel lights were set to flash. Further consideration 
regarding the task control and movement proved that the selecting task would automatically be entered 




Suspend dispensing and 
cancel flashing task.
Turn cancel light OFF.
Extend dispensing cup.
Yes
Is the start button ON?
Suspend selecting and start 
flashing tasks.
Turn start light OFF.
Reset dispensers.




Is the cancel button ON 
OR is the total lollies 
selected 0?
Has the 10 key been 
pressed last?
Suspend dispensing, cancel and 
start flashing and selecting tasks.












Figure 20. Final Supervising Task Flow Diagram 
4.3.8.3 Final Task Design 
The final design used multitasking for the light and function tasks. Earlier in the project multitasking of 
the sorting task with the selecting and dispensing tasks was unsuccessful. After a period of operation the 
valves would stop working. The problem was discovered to be the sorting task issues discussed in section 
4.3.4.2. The priority of this concept was deemed minor compared to the remaining tasks and objectives 
therefore it was moved to future works (refer to section 10.2). 
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4.3.9 LCD Implementation 
In previous project work the LCD was used to display user instructions. Due to the hidden position and 
size of the LCD an alternative approach for displaying the user instructions was considered, discussed later 
in section 7.4. The available LCD was chosen to display error messages.  
Multiple errors could be encountered during machine operation, with various corrective actions required. 
Error messages were initially written inside the terminal task, however when implementing the 
background tasks for each function it became apparent that using the terminal would lead to the program 
freezing. The words were redefined to write error messages to the LCD. The error, messages and 
corrective actions are described in Table 7.  
Table 7. Interpretation of the LCD Error Messages 
Error LCD Message Corrective Action 
Reject  ERROR: Lolly Rejected  If the feed is full of orange lollies (the reject colour) remove 
the rejects.  
 If the director error is being displayed in the same loop as 
the reject error, refer to the director error below.  
 If a significant number of valid colours are being rejected 





 If the feed is empty add more lollies. 
 If the feed is full check for lolly jam at feed slide. 
 If these actions do not work check the detector sensor 
operation. 
Director ERROR: Director – 
Check for blockages 
 If this error occurs once a director was not set correctly. 
 If this error repeats a director may be faulty. 
Dispenser ERROR: Dispenser – 
Check for blockages 
 If this error occurs once a dispenser was not set correctly. 
 If this error repeats a dispensers may be faulty. The blue and 
green dispensers may require extra time to extend. 
4.4 Conclusion 
The overall objective of developing an operational, reliable, robust program for the lolly machine was 
achieved. The user controls the task movement between the sorting, selecting and dispensing functions.  
All six of the previously noted issues were addressed with complete solutions to the reject lollies, colour 
detection errors and cup issue. Partial solutions were found for the LS inclusion, lolly jams and program 
efficiency with further testing postponed to future works due to time restrictions versus the issue priority 
(refer to section 10). 
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5 Objective Two 
Objective two required moving the program developed from RAM to ROM to allow stand-alone operation 
of the machine. The complete process of modifying the ROM is detailed in Appendix B section 12.2. This 
section focuses towards the method used to efficiently achieve the objective, the required code 
modifications and problems encountered.  
5.1 Method 
The SwiftX environment provided fast debugging when testing the program in the RAM. Modifying the 
ROM required a greater length of time due to the ultraviolet erasing of the existing ROM taking up to an 
hour. To maximise time efficiency multiple chips were sourced, allowing several to be erased at once. 
Furthermore several minor updates were tested at once, instead of updating the ROM for each one 
individually. However major updates required separate testing to allow the updates to be tested and  
debugged efficiently.  
In order to transfer the program from RAM to ROM the code in the usercode file was moved to the app 
file. The words run at the completion of a usercode debug session, positioned in the defined ‘do-it’ word, 
were moved to the equivalent in the app file, the word ‘go’. This ran the words when the program was 
started each time, i.e. when the power was turned on or when the machine was reset. Output initialisation 
and task suspensions were completed in this word to reset the machine. The supervisor task was not 
suspended as the task was required to start controlling the task movement.  
Initially the process was tested by moving a simple function of starting a flashing light into the machine 
start up i.e. into the word ‘go’. From here major parts of the code were moved one at a time and the 
errors debugged. The major parts were divided as the report is: the fundamental words followed by each 
separate task. After the major parts were successfully implemented in the ROM minor modifications were 
applied collectively.  
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5.2 Code Differences 
Minor code modifications were required when moving the program to ROM. Several words were defined 
in the simpleneeds file, a file downloaded after the app file, meaning the app file considered the words to 
be undefined.  A simple example of this was the word ‘suspend’ used in the supervisor task to suspend 
the minor tasks. A complicated example was the word ‘task’ used to define a task memory. In the RAM 
‘task name’ was used to define a new task. ‘Task’ defined the size of the background task memories by 
defining ’32 128 64 name background’. This longer task definition was required in the ROM. 
5.3 Problems Encountered 
Several issues were encountered during this objective work with the major problem being a stacking error. 
After adding the sorting, selecting and dispensing tasks to the ROM the program would run for a short 
length of time after which the detector slide would stop working. Two methods were developed to 
identify the faulty task. The first involved running each task separately to find when the fault would occur. 
The stacking error was found in the sorting task. The input and output parameters of every word for this 
task were checked, with an extra output found in the setting directors word.  
Because the first method was successful the second method was not required for this initial error, 
however it was still implemented to ensure the other tasks were not creating stacking issues. The second 
method involved defining a word to check the stack (refer to code below). The word checked the stack 
depth was less than nine. If the stack was greater than nine this would have most likely indicated a stacking 
error. For this case, the input parameter ‘marker’ was stored into the marker variable and the word 
stopped. The checkstack word was placed into all tasks with different numbers (markers) stated for the 
input. i.e. the sorting and selecting tasks included ‘1 CHECKSTACK’ and ‘2 CHECKSTACK’ respectively. 
Fetching the value from the marker identified the faulty task, as ‘1’ would be stored for a faulty sorting 
task and ‘2’ would be stored for a faulty selecting task. If the stack was less than nine the word would drop 




Variable marker  \ Defines ‘Marker’ as a variable 
: CheckStack ( marker -- ) \ State the marker as an input parameter 
  StackDepth 0 9 within  \ Checks if the stack depth was between zero and nine 
  if drop exit  \ If the stack depth was less than nine, the input was dropped    
     \ and the word exited 
  then Marker Store nod ;  \ If the stack depth was greater the input was stored 
      \ into the Marker and the word was stopped 
Another major problem was the unsuccessful implementation of the supervising task in the ROM. The 
ROM would not start the program, instead multiple outputs would be incorrectly set when the machine 
was reset. The checkstack word was not effective in identifying this fault as a stack error takes time to 
build up and affect the machine operation. The memory was checked using ‘.allocation’, eliminating a full 
memory error. To identify the specific faulty part of the supervisor task, the code was moved to the ROM 
in small sections. The supervising loop was transferred successfully with no stacking errors after a length 
of operation. The task definition word and task development were moved to the ROM, with the task itself 
started from the terminal. When transferring the smaller sections, minor alterations were made. The last 
section was the starting of the supervising task from the ROM, which was successful. The initial error 
remains unknown, most probably corrected by the minor alterations.  
5.4 Conclusion 
The program was successfully transferred from the RAM to the ROM, moving the machine operation to 
stand alone. The machine can still be connected through the PC to the terminal for testing and interaction. 




6 Objective Three 
Objective three aimed to optimise the functionality, robustness and aesthetic appeal of the machine, all 
of which were important to serve its publicity purpose. The objective addressed replacement of faulty 
components, hardware extensions and aesthetic improvements. 
6.1 Faulty equipment 
Faulty components were identified in section 0. These components include the reject area, reject shoot, 
colour labels on the operational panel, the LCD backlight and two of the number LEDs. Implementing the 
reject detection and recycling resulted in two lolly jams in the reject area and reject shoot (described in 
Figure 12 in section 4.3.4.1). The block shaped reject area prevented lollies from rolling to the bottom to 
be flushed back into the feed. To solve this issue a thin sheet of laminate was installed creating a smooth 
passage for the reject lollies. The second jam only occurred when the lollies used for testing had been 
cycled through the machine multiple times, disfiguring their shape. For this reason no action was taken 
during this project, however the problem has been further documented in case of future reoccurrence.  
The colour labels on the operational panel do not match the colour of the lollies available; purple and pink 
lollies have been treated as blue and red respectively (refer to Figure 8). Consideration was given to relabel 
the colours of the machine, however it was decided to reject this change due to the cost versus the low 
priority of the issue. This decision was reaffirmed later in this objective (refer to section 6.3.4).   
The LCD backlight was not working. A replacement LCD was sourced and installed, however the new LCD 
would not interact with the program.  The ICSE laboratory contains two types of LCD with identical 
programming required for both, allowing students to move between stations. Therefore a programming 
error was eliminated. A hardware problem with the replacement LCD was eliminated by checking the LCD 
and cable in a different system. The connections were confirmed against this correct set-up with no 
differences found. The time required to further debug this problem versus the priority resulted in the task 
being postponed to future work (refer to section 10.2). For the time being, the original LCD with a faulty 
backlight was reinstalled to display the error messages. 
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Two of the seven segment LEDs were 
faulty, with one missing one segment 
and the other missing three. Four 
replacement LEDs were ordered, 
dependent on the voltage required and 
size of the block. The operational LEDs 
were to be replaced as well to maintain 
component similarity. After receiving the 
new LEDs the operational panel was 
opened, refer to Figure 21 for panel 
connections. The LED blocks were 
opened and the wiring inspected, as 
shown in Figure 22. From this it was 
evident the LEDs ordered did not match 
the existing parts.  
The chip used for the four bit BCD 
programming, a MC14511B, was 
analysed (refer to Figure 23 for the chip 
pin assignments). The eight outputs 
were tested and compared against an operational LED, confirming the missing segments were not 
working. Because of the lack of signal exiting the chip for the missing segments, the faulty component was 
Figure 22. LED Block 




Figure 21. Operational Panel Connections 




considered to be the chips not the LEDS. The chips were replaced fixing the missing segments. Refer to 
Appendix D section 12.4 for further technical information on the MC14511B and LED component.   
6.2 Hardware Extensions 
To optimise the machine robustness additional sensors were considered. Originally a sensor was to be 
placed below the dispensers to confirm if a lolly had been dispensed. An error in dispensing could be due 
to faulty or empty dispensers (refer to section 4.3.7.2 for further information on the issue). The user can 
easily identify the dispensing fault and reselect the lolly. Therefore the sensor was considered 
unnecessary. The user manual will highlight the requirement for the hoppers to contain more than four 
lollies.  
The lolly machine documentation noted the possible requirement to upgrade the MC68HC11 to a 
MC68HC12 due to limited I/O. The I/O spread sheet developed in section 4.2 highlighted the 68HC11 had 
one spare input and multiple spare outputs, refer to Table 2 and   
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Table 3. At this stage the upgrade was not required.  
6.3 Aesthetic Extension 
6.3.1 Decision 
The aesthetic extension of the machine was extremely important for the main publicity purpose of the 
machine. This purpose required an aesthetic extension that would attract possible future students into 
the laboratory. From here the public are able to develop further interest in the industrial components and 
operation of the machine. The noise and business of the laboratories during public events must be 
considered for the final extension decision, as well as the cost. 
The machine documentation analysed in section 0 noted various options including: 
 Interesting sounds on button presses, 
 A static display screen advertising Murdoch University and the machine name, 
 A dynamic display screen to provide user instructions and prompts,  
 A gripper to pass the cup to the user and  
 Neon tubes [1].  
The advantages and disadvantages of each of these options were considered, however none of these 
options were selected. The button presses would add too much noise to the laboratory and interrupt 
conversations between the public and Murdoch staff and students. The advertisement and instructions 
for the machine could be displayed in a user manual, a cheaper alternative.  The gripper would not be 
effective for the required aesthetic appeal of the machine.  The neon tubes would provide aesthetic 
appeal with the light visible from outside the laboratories, however the limited complexity of the tubes 
would not provide further interaction or appeal. The lighting advantage and non-interactive disadvantage 
of the neon tubes directed the attention towards individually addressable LEDs. The LEDs could be 
programmed to count with the selecting task or pulse when sorting; the options were endless.  
Neopixels, produced by Adafruit, are a strip of individually addressable LEDs, recommended for the simple 
installation and downloadable Arduino library which ease the programming [16]. The cost of this option 
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was also appealing [17].  Further research into the product highlighted the requirement for precise timing 
achieved by most Arduinos [16]. Due to the multitasking 68HC11 used in the machine the timing would 
not be accurate enough to correctly operate the LEDs, even if interrupts were used [16].  
An alternative, Adafruit’s DotStars, were found with a negligible increase in cost [17], [18]. Appendix E 
section 0 provides a comparison between DotStars and NeoPixels. DotStars communicate over SPI, a 
synchronous interface which provides the accurate timing required at a high speed. APA102 chips are 
used for every LED, with the colour produced by PWM [18], [19]. The added timing function of this chip 
results in an additional clock signal compared to the Neopixels one data signal [16], [18], [19]. The 
MC68HC11 was confirmed to include the option of SPI communication meaning the DotStars could be 
implemented [15]. However the Arduino library provided with the product would not be applicable to the 
MC68HC11 [20]. The library and C++ code could still be referred to in order to understand the Forth code 
required for data transfers.  
In conclusion, this extension would achieve aesthetic appeal, user interactivity, program extension, 
understanding of SPI and all at a low cost therefore was selected as the machine extension. The 60 LED 
DotStar strip was ordered through a smaller Australian company providing fast and cheap delivery. 
6.3.2 DotStar Implementation 
To set up and enable SPI communication two registers must be set correctly: DDRD and SPCR [15]. DDRD 
and SPCR enable Port D for SPI communications and configure the SPI respectively [15]. The code below 
displays the word defined to configure and check the bit statuses for both registers (in binary). The code 
sets bits two to five of the DDRD and reads the status back to the terminal to ensure the bits were set 
correctly. Following this the SPCR register was set and checked. The terminal interaction was removed 
after the DotStar implementation and testing was completed. The setting of specific bits and reasoning 
behind the settings are explained in Table 8 and Table 9 for DDRD and SPCR respectively. SPCR bits four 
and five must be set to match the master device (the MC68HC11) to the slave device (the DotStar). Figure 
24 displays the clock and data signal requirements of the APA102, determining the settings for SPCR bits 
four and five.   
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: Set.SPI ( -- )  \ Enables SPI to DotStar 
communication 
   %111100 DDRD set DDRD read   \ 
Sets and checks DDRD  
   %01010011 SPCR set SPCR read ;  \ 
Sets and checks SPCR 
Table 8. DDRD Bit Settings [15] 
Label Reference Bit Setting Reasoning 
DDRD 2 MISO 2 1 Regardless of state DDRD2 acts as master serial data input. 
DDRD 3 MOSI 3 1 Enables the master serial data output. 
DDRD 4 SCK 4 1 Enables the SCK output. 
DDRD 5 SS 5 1 Sets pin to general purpose output. 
 
Table 9. SPCR Bit Settings [15] 
Label Reference Bit Setting Reasoning 
SPIE SPI Interrupt Enable 0 0 Does not enable SPI Interrupts. 
SPE  SPI System Enable 1 1 Enables SPI communications. 
DWOM Port D wire-Or Mode 2 0 Sets PD outputs as push pull. 
MSTR Master/Slave Mode Select 3 1 Selects the MC68HC11 as the master device. 
CPOL Clock Polarity 4 0 Set to 0 for the APA102, refer to Figure 24. 
CPHA Clock Phase 5 0 
SPR0 SPI Bit Rate 6 1 Set to 1 for slowest SPI speed. All logic 
combinations result in an acceptable speed.  SPR1 7 1 
 
Figure 25 shows the data and clock signal wiring for the APA102 [15]. The figure shows how the DotStar 
products can be easily daisy chained to extend the LED strip [16], [18]. The DotStar data and clock inputs 
were connected to the MC68HC11 MOSI and SCK pins respectively, refer to MC68HC11 SPI pin 
Figure 25. APA102 Wiring for DotStar 
Figure 24. DotStar Data (top) and Clock (bottom) Signal Requirements 
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configuration in Figure 26. The power and ground for the DotStar and SPI port on the MC68HC11 were 
connected to the machine power supply. 
The software requirements for the data signal are outlined in Figure 27. DotStar requires a 32 bit start 
frame and end frame of zeros and ones respectively. For each LED the data signal must include four bytes 
to set the brightness and blue, green and red colours. For the brightness byte, only five bits refer to 
brightness whilst the other three must be set high. An example of a bright green LED frame in hex is FF 0 
FF 0. After determining the required frames, the data transfer was investigated.  
SDI 0*32 LED1 LED2 --- LEDN 1*32 
 
Start 
Frame LED Frame    End Frame 
  
Data 
Frame        
       
Start Frame (4 bytes)      
 00000000 00000000 00000000    
LED Frame (4 bytes)      
 111----- BLUE GREEN    
End Frame (4 Bytes)      
 11111111 11111111 11111111    
 
For data transfers two eight bit registers were used: a data register (SPDR) and a status register (SPSR) 
[15]. Bit seven of SPSR is the SPIF which is set high at the completion of a data transfer [15]. To allow 
another transfer the bit must be cleared by reading from the SPDR and SPSR registers [15]. The code for 
these steps is shown below. Refer to Appendix E section 0 for the entire code used for the DotStar. 
: Ready? ( -- flag )   \ Tests if the SPIF is high meaning the data has transferred 
    SPSR read $80 and ; \ Reads bit seven (SPIF) of SPSR  
Figure 26. MC68HC11 SPI Pins 
Figure 27. DotStar DataFrame Requirements 
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: SendByte ( b1 -- )   \ Word used to send the input byte  
   SPDR set    \ Transfers data by setting SPDR 
  begin pause Ready? until  \ Remains inside a loop until the SPIF is set, determined  
       \ by using Ready? 
   SPDR read SPSR read ;   \ Reads from SPDR and SPSR to clear SPIF 
6.3.3 Issues encountered  
Initially the DotStar LEDs would not turn on. The register settings were rechecked against the APA102 
requirements and the MC68HC11 settings. The Arduino library confirmed the data frame requirements 
and the array method of transfers, however the word used to send the data over SPI was hidden [20]. 
Therefore the process of sending data, checking the SPIF and clearing the SPIF could not be confirmed. To 
investigate if the SPI was sending data correctly an oscilloscope was connected displaying the clock and 
data signals. After enabling the SPI the clock signal remained flat whereas the expected signal is shown in 
Figure 24. The e-clock signal was confirmed to be operating correctly. Further investigation into the e-
clock proved that if this signal was faulty, the crystal oscillator would most probably be broken preventing 
the entire MC68HC11 from working.  
Further research and experimentation determined the SPI clock signal would only be sent with data. The 
clock and data signals were examined when continuously sending data with the results displayed in Figure 
28. Figure 28 shows the data signal (bottom signal) was moving between zero and two volts whereas a 
zero to five volt signal was expected and required for correct SPI communication. Disconnecting the 
DotStar from the MC68HC11 would result in the 
correct data signal, directing the error towards the 
hardware. Due to the error being related to 
voltage, the power supply was rechecked to ensure 
it was delivering the required five volts. Each LED 
required approximately 60 mA at the brightest 
setting, amounting to 3.6 A for the entire strip.  This 




current is well within the power supply current rating of 10 
A. 
A second DotStar strip was tested using an Arduino Uno 
controlled by the provided Vendor’s library. The LEDs still 
did not work further proving the error was hardware 
related. The data direction of the DotStar was found to be 
incorrect, with the data signal from the master device connected to the data output of the LED strip. After 
this was corrected the LEDs worked correctly. 
6.3.4 Patterns 
After several simple LED settings were achieved by sending the four bytes of data for each LED, a 240 
element byte array was created to store the data. To update the LEDs, the array would be updated and 
sent over SPI. This method efficiently managed the 240 byte data and simplified the implementation of 
colour changing, individually or in patterns.  
Firstly, to increase machine robustness a white light was applied for the colour detection in the sorting 
tasks (refer to Figure 29). This concept addressed the colour sensor sensitivity to the surrounding room 
lighting, initially discussed in section 0. The white light was effective in desensitising the colour sensors to 
the room, focusing the sensor detection light to the lolly in the detection area.   
The time between sorting colours was limited therefore it was decided to simply set all LEDs to the colour 
detected. The colour labels (red, blue, green and yellow) were easier to implement compared to the actual 
lolly colours (pink, purple, green and yellow). This reconfirmed the decision to not replace the operational 
panel colour labels, discussed in section 
6.1. Orange lighting was selected to 
represent an error or reject as orange is a 
colour of caution and the reject colour. 
To increase the interactivity of the LEDs the 
selection task colours were made 
Figure 29. DotStar White Light 
Figure 30. Selection Ratio 1:1:1:1 Example 
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dependent of the colours selected by the user. If the ratio 
of lollies selected was 1:0 for blue to the other colours, all 
LEDs would be to set to blue. If the ratio was 1:1 for blue 
and green, 30 of the LEDs would be set to blue and 30 
would be set to green. This ratio concept continues for the 
ratio between all four colours, providing user interaction. Figure 30 and Figure 31 are two examples of 
the selection ratio, with a ratio of blue to green to yellow to red as 1:1:1:1 and 4:2:1:0 respectively.   
Originally a random function was implemented during the dispensing task, where the brightness and 
specific colour setting was randomised using a function defined in the simpleneeds file. However the 
alterations in colour and brightness were not significant enough to be clearly visible to the user. To replace 
the random function a pulse function was tested. A three tone pulse was found to be visible to the user.  
The random function was left in the program for future use. Randomising all colour bytes and the 
brightness byte resulted in a visible random function varying in colour and brightness. Refer to Appendix 
E section 0 for the DotStar implementation code. 
6.3.5 ROM Implementation 
The pattern testing and development was successfully completed in the RAM using the terminal, to 
optimise time efficiency. The form of the array was altered to a table to allow the data to be saved in the 
ROM. When the patterns were implemented into the ROM the program would act unexpectedly. 
Initializing the LEDs would prevent the supervising task from controlling the program. Stacking errors were 
checked for but were not found. The error was explored but no solution was found, moving the task to 
future work (refer to section 10.1.1). The DotStar code was left in the RAM in an operational state.  
6.4 Conclusion 
Objective three was completed successfully by considering and implementing hardware and software 
extensions for machine functionality, robustness and aesthetic appeal. The faulty components were 
addressed appropriately, including the reject shoot, reject area, colour labels, LCD backlight and LEDs. The 
LCD replacement was unsuccessful due to time restrictions (refer to section 10.2 for further planned 
Figure 31. Selection Ratio 4:2:1:0 Example 
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works). The possible hardware extensions, an additional sensor and a microcontroller upgrade, were 
deemed unnecessary. The aesthetic appeal was significantly increased due to the installation of the 
DotStar. This aesthetic extension provided user interaction and further programming knowledge relating 
to SPI. Unfortunately the DotStar was not implemented into the ROM preventing stand-alone operation 




7 Objective Four 
Objective four aims to improve the documentation to ease future work on the machine. The project 
documentation should describe the up-to-date hardware, software and reasoning for decisions to prevent 
reoccurrence of ideas, concepts and errors. Prior to this thesis documentation of the machine was limited. 
There was one heavily commented program, a non-updated hardware overview and a tabulated 
schematic. The following section discusses the purpose of each document created or updated, with the 
documentation list including: 
 I/O Microsoft Excel Spread sheet, 
 Colour Sensor Calibration Manual, 
 Program summary, 
 User Manual, 
 Schematic diagram, 
 Computer Control System for the Lolly Dispenser and 
 Program commenting. 
The Computer Control System for the Lolly Dispenser document was updated to include the works 
completed during this thesis. The final program was heavily commented to match the standard 
commenting discussed in section 4.3.1. 
7.1 I/O Microsoft Excel Spread sheet 
The I/O spread sheet was created as an easily updateable I/O list. Table 2 and   
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Table 3 are sections taken from the spread sheet. The document notes the bit addresses, I/O type, 
relevant component and specification as well as the status of the I/O. A further column is included for 
comments.  This information is useful in understanding the I/O, programming and sustaining a machine 
with all working components. The comments column provides information handed over between 
projects.  
7.2 Colour Sensor Calibration Manual 
The colour sensor calibration manual includes all information required to recalibrate CS1 and CS2. The 
steps include recalibration, entering the bitmasks into the program and testing methods to ensure correct 
recalibration. The document provides a clear and efficient method enabling the task to be completed 
quickly with little background required.  
7.3 Program summary 
The program summary is directed towards staff or students working on the machine. The document 
includes an introduction into the functions of the machine, details on the four main tasks and important 
information relating to the program. The ROM modification process detailed in Appendix B section 12.2 
is also included.  
7.4 User Manual 
The User Manual includes a basic introduction to the function of the machine with simple instructions on 
how to use it. This document is aimed towards the public during events. During these busy events the 
public’s time is limited, therefore only essential information is included, with detailed explanation 
excluded to prevent boredom or confusion. A copy of the program summary was also printed for the 
public, in case further information is requested. Table 7, which details the corrective action for errors, has 
been included on the back of the page for Murdoch students to tend to the machine errors.  
7.5 Schematic Diagram  
A schematic diagram displays the wiring between the machine’s major components. The diagram would 
be useful when testing, removing or installing components. Due to time limitations the schematic remains 
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in a tabulated form. Extra information on the connections between the I/O interface board and the 
hardware have been included in sheets three to seven of the I/O spread sheet. 
7.6 Lolly Machine Folder 
The previous documentation and programs for the lolly machine were provided in a folder. The 
documents created have been added to the folder in a systematic manner. Furthermore the documents 
used during this project were also added, including component datasheets, Forth manuals and MC68HC11 
manuals. This combines the necessary information required to develop an understanding of the machine 
as well as the technical specifications required for future project work. 
7.7 Conclusion 
The lolly machine documentation has been significantly improved easing future work. The I/O spread 
sheet, colour sensor calibration manual and updated lolly document assist in understanding the hardware, 
whereas the program summary and commenting describe the final program. The user manual provides 
simple instructions targeted towards the public. The schematic remains to be transferred from a tabulated 




8 Objective Five 
Objective five required the development of a LabVIEW status display program to provide user interaction 
via a PC. The tasks identified were concept development and implementation.   
8.1 Concept Development  
The program will act as a diagnostic tool, allowing individual testing of components and tasks [2]. Bytes 
will be transmitted and received serially between the LabVIEW program and the MC68HC11 over a 15 pin 
D serial cable [21]. Specific byte values will complete certain actions. For example, the LabVIEW program 
may include a button that requests the input bit statuses of hexadecimal address 8040 (the low inputs). 
The program will send a specific byte which will be 
recognised in the main machine program. The program 
will fetch the required I/O data and transmit this data 
back through the connection, providing LabVIEW with 
a display of the bit values. Prior to the program 
interactions, the LabVIEW connection must be 
achieved.  
8.2 Implementation 
The existing serial connection carries a complex 
protocol to communicate between the SwiftX software 
and the MC68HC11 [1]. If this connection was used, the 
terminal would not be available for future testing and 
debugging and so the complexity of the task would 
increase, therefore a serial interface card was required. 
A NMIS-5052 [21] was sourced; a SIC that provides dual 
UART functions with a maximum data rate of 4 Mbps 
[21], refer to Figure 32. The board hexadecimal address 
was set to 8080 by altering the position of the jumpers. 
Figure 32. NMIS-5052 SIC 
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Figure 33 shows the jumpers at 8000 (bit 15) and 80 
(bit seven) are set high whilst the others remain low.  
Soft copies of the board datasheet and manual were 
not found, however the University holds the hard copy 
in a filing cabinet (refer to Appendix F section 12.6 for 
further technical information). The NMIS-5052 file folder contains example code, more complex than 
required for this project [21]. The code demonstrates the allocation of the registers. Working between 
the example code and the manual, bit settings were identified and code was developed, as shown in code 
below. The registers were allocated addresses in all lines containing ‘constant’. To initialise serial 
communication the required bits are set in the registers, shown by the ‘InitialiseSIC1’ word. The LCR bit 
settings are documented in Table 10. DLM and DLL are set to 0 and 60 to set the data rate to 9600Hz.  
8080 constant SICBaseAddress     
8088 constant DLL 
8089 constant DLM 
808A constant AFR 
808B constant LCR1 
808C constant MCR1 
808D constant LSR1 
: InitialiseSIC1 ( -- ) \ Sets the register bits to initialise serial communications 
 87 LCR1 set  00 DLM set 60 DLL set ; 
Table 10. LCR Bit Settings 
Bit Setting Reasoning 
0 1 Sets word length to be transmitted or 
received to 8 bits. 1 1 
2 1 Sets stop bits to 1. 
3 0 Does not enable parity. 
4  Only important if parity is enabled. 
5  
6 0 No TX break condition set. 
7 1 Allows use of DLM and DLL to set baud rate. 
Figure 33. NMIS-5052 SIC Addressing 
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The register setting could not be tested due to the time restriction of the project. The process of data 
transfer must be analysed to direct the objective to completion, refer to section 10.1.2 for further details 
on the future work required.   
8.3 Conclusion 
Due to the time extension of objective one, the final objective could not be completed. The concept was 
further developed and documented and the necessary hardware was procured. The programming was 
started, however a connection between the LabVIEW and the MC68HC11 was not established postponing 




9 Final Outcome 
In conclusion the thesis achieved the desired outcome of upgrading the control and communication of 
the lolly machine environment. A program, once developed and thoroughly tested, resulted in the 
successful operation of all functions of the machine. The previously noted issues were addressed during 
the program development, optimising the program’s robustness. The program was successfully 
transferred from RAM to ROM providing the capability of stand-alone operation. The robustness was 
further optimised by replacing the faulty components. Hardware extensions of additional sensors and a 
microcontroller upgrade were considered, however they were deemed to be unnecessary as the 
extensions would not affect the machine functionality.  
Aesthetic appeal and user-interaction were improved by installing the DotStar, an individually addressable 
LED strip. The DotStar code remains in RAM due to unsuccessful attempts transferring it to the ROM. 
Multiple documents were created including a user manual targeted to public visitors, and program 
summary and hardware documentation targeted to Murdoch staff and students. The documentation 
referred to during the thesis has been centralised in the lolly machine folder to ease future maintenance.  
Due to the extended time requirements of program development in objective one the final objective was 
not fully completed. The objective required the development of a NI LabVIEW status display program 
allowing user interaction via a PC. The hardware required was sourced and the registers for enabling serial 
connection set. However the time constraint prevented further investigation into the transmission and 
reception of data, postponing the task to future work along with several minor tasks.  
During 2015 the lolly machine was not displayed as it was not operational. At the completion of this thesis, 
the lolly machine was at an operational demonstrable state, ready to complete the machine’s primary 
purpose during future public events. The machine’s secondary purpose of exposing ICSE students to 
various industrial components and communications has been enhanced by inclusion of the SPI 
communication used for the DotStar. Overall the thesis upgraded the control and communication of the 




10 Future Work 
The project has potential for various expansion tasks as well as the required future work to improve the 
functionality and robustness. The tasks have been divided into major and minor tasks to highlight the time 
required and likely complexity for future projects. This section details the concept of the task, the work 
completed so far and a potential direction for future work. 
10.1 Major Tasks 
The major tasks of DotStar extension, LabVIEW status display program and state machine design 
implementation extend the functionality of the machine. The complexity of these tasks will require both 
time and understanding. 
10.1.1 DotStar Extension 
Objective three included the installation of the DotStar for aesthetic appeal (refer to section 6.3). The 
DotStar patterning for the machine functions were left in the RAM due to problems when moving the 
code into the ROM. The direction recommended would be to test the LED implementation with the entire 
machine and DotStar code in the ROM as time restrictions prevented this test from being completed. If 
the test was successful the program could be transferred one task at a time, similarly to the method 
described in section 5.1.  
10.1.2 LabVIEW Status Display Program 
Objective five, developing a LabVIEW status display program, was not completed due to time restrictions, 
as documented in section 0. The SIC registers were set to initiate data transfers. However further research 
needs to be completed regarding how to transmit and receive data. After successful data transfers have 
occurred the terminal can be used to develop data ‘answers/actions’ to the specific data ‘questions’ from 
LabVIEW. This will create an interrogative program which could read inputs, write to outputs and control 
the machine tasks. The initial testing could be completed in Putty or Terminal to prevent a faulty LabVIEW 
program from causing a faulty connection. For further explanation of the concept refer to section 8.1.  
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Furthermore the LabVIEW program could be extended to interact with the DotStar strip. An enumerator 
could be used to select various colour options as well as function options (pulsing, straight colour etc). 
This option selection could be transmitted to the MC68HC11 and the LED array manipulated accordingly. 
If the LabVIEW program was completed before this task, the task would be relatively simple and result in 
extra interactivity with the public, making the lolly machine even more memorable to possible future 
students. If the DotStar extension task was unsuccessful, this function could still be implemented since a 
LabVIEW connection would prevent the machine from being stand-alone.  
10.1.3 State Machine Design Implementation 
Finite state machine design is a systematic approach to programming that could increase program 
robustness [22]. The sequential design is based on two concepts, a state and transition. Actions are 
completed within the states, whilst state movement is controlled by the transitions in between states. 
Figure 34 is a simple example starting with the initial state. A transition of a start button being pressed 
moves the program to the next state. A loop is entered which turns a light on and off during the states, 





Start Button is ON
Timer = 4000 ms
Timer =2000 ms
 
Figure 34. State Machine Design Example 
Finite state machine design is applied in robotics, low level control of microprocessors, data encryption, 
transmission protocols and further applications [22]. Graphical software is available specifically for state 
machine design, including NI LabVIEW State Machine Toolbox and Siemens SIMATIC S7-GRAPH [23], [24]. 
The design is not a common approach in Forth due to the complexity of extending the compiler [12]. 
However example code has been sourced claiming to successfully implement state machine in Forth. This 
concept has been considered prior to the thesis with notes on how to approach the task recorded by 
Graeme Cole [2]. The example codes and notes in the lolly machine folder will provide the initial direction 
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of the task. To begin with a generic state machine should be tested on separate hardware before being 
expanded and implemented on the lolly machine.  
10.2 Minor Tasks 
Further investigation into the existing program could further optimise the robustness of the program. The 
minor tasks are related to the schematic diagram, LS inclusion, preventative lolly jams, efficiency of the 
supervising task and LCD replacement.  
At this point in time it is assumed that no components will be removed or installed, therefore a schematic 
diagram is not essential. However the diagram is important for the future of the machine. An organised 
method of detailing the hardware connections would greatly assist in future component issues or 
additions. The connection information recorded in the I/O spread sheet can be combined with the 
tabulated schematic to complete this task relatively simple, refer to section 7.1 [1].  
The time-based actuator movements could be further looked into for the feed slide and reject slide before 
possibly implementing for all valves and LSs. Section 4.3.4.1 discusses the unsuccessful attempt of 
implementing the time-based movements. Due to the time required to further investigate this concept 
versus the benefit of the result the concept was not implemented. Consideration by other students into 
this concept may result in successful implementation leading to a more efficient program. 
The detection sensor was incorporated into the code during objective one (refer to section 4.3.4.2). The 
objective of this sensor was to prevent lollies from building up in the detection area and lollies jamming 
in the feed. The first objective was achieved whereas the second objective was not found to be necessary. 
The lollies did not jam in the feed during this thesis work. This issue remains in future work for 
investigation if the error reappears during machine operation. The suggested corrective action is to 
quickly shift the feed slide back and forth to automatically unjam the lollies. Removing the manual 
corrective action would increase the machine’s robustness whilst ensuring safe operation as the valves 
are quite forceful; removing the lollies manually should be completed with a tool, not fingers.  
Initially the sorting and selecting tasks were unsuccessfully multitasked (refer to section 4.3.8.3). The issue 
was found to be a faulty task creating stacking errors. The faulty task was corrected and therefore the 
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tasks should be capable of running simultaneously. For this the supervising task design would need to be 
reconsidered. The multitasking would increase the program efficiency with minimal time required to 
complete the task.  
10.3 Priority  
The recommended order of completion for the future works is listed below with the major tasks 
highlighted in bold:  
 DotStar Extension 
 LabVIEW Status Display Program 
 LCD Replacement 
 Schematic 
 Supervising task efficiency 
 LS Inclusion 
 Feed Lolly Jams 
 State machine design implementation 
The stated order may not be applicable due to the project time restrictions, knowledge of certain aspects 
and machine interruptions due to faulty components or arising problems. The list is included in the 
updated lolly documentation and requires updating at the completion of each project to efficiently direct 
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12.1 Appendix A: MC68HC11 Based Embedded System Hardware 
This appendix provides further technical information relating to the MC68HC11 Embedded System, 
including board block diagrams and schematics. The diagrams were used to understand the connections 
in the lolly machine and function and capability of each of the boards.  
12.1.1 NMIS-0021B 
Figure 35 shows the MC68HC11 CPU Block Diagram, highlighting the microcontroller functions, memory 
and port configurations. Figure 36 shows the NMIS-0021B unit layout, showing how the CPU is embedded 
in the board. Figure 37 and Figure 38 are the NMIS-0021B board schematics, used to understand the 
wiring and connection the DotStar device to the SPI on PD.  
 
 


























Figure 39 and Figure 40 are the NMIS-3000 unit layout and schematic, used to document the connections 
for the I/O Interface Board in the I/O spread sheet. The diagrams assisted in understanding the 
connections of machine control system.  
 
  








Figure 42 and Figure 41 are the NMIS-7070 board unit layout and schematic respectively. Both figures 























Figure 42. NMIS-7070 Schematic [10] 
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12.2 Appendix B: ROM Modification Process 
ROM updates are required when transferring the program from the RAM to ROM. The sync-core error 
occurs due to a non-updated ROM. The ROM modification process is outlined below: 
1. Move code from usercode.f file to app.f file. Change the date at the bottom of the app.f file, 
see defined word ‘greet’.  
2. Open the project and press the build button. If an error appears debug and build again. This 
build button updates the target.S19 file. To ensure this step was completed correctly check the 
last updated time of the target.S19 file.  
3. Use an ultraviolet eraser to wipe the existing program on the EEPROM. This process may take 
an hour, to minimise wait time source and erase multiple chips at a time.   
4. Insert the empty chip into the ALL-11 Universal Programmer and turn on. 
5. On the PC used for this process open the WACCESS program from the start menu.  
6. Press the device button to bring up the manufactures 
list, refer to Figure 43. 
7. Select the correct chip. The available chips were 
M27C256B manufactured by SGS-THOMSON. This 
step will bring up a window showing the selected 
chip, refer to Figure 44. Errors may occur if the 
correct chip has not been selected, if another 
window has already been opened or if the ALL-11 Universal Programmer is not powered.  
8. From the file tab select load file to program buffer. Select the target file built in step 2. A file 
format window will pop up, refer to Figure 45. Select, in order, Motorola S Record, FF and 
change the file start to 
00008000. Press OK.  
Figure 43. Manufacturers List Window 
Figure 44. Selected Chip Window Figure 45. File Format Window 
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9. To check step 8 select ‘edit program buffer’ 
from the edit tab. An editor window will pop 
up, refer to Figure 46. Search the editor for 
when the ‘symbol section’ in the figure 
contains symbols. Towards the bottom of 
the symbol area there will be the GREET 
message. Check the date has been updated 
correctly and close the window. 
10. Press the auto button to bring up the auto 
window, refer to Figure 47. Make sure the ID 
check, blank check, program and verify 
boxes are selected. Press Run. If an ID error 
occurs check the chip selected in step 7. If a blanking error 
occurs return to step 3. If a program error occurs the chip 
may be faulty.    
11. Ensure the machine is turned off. Insert the updated ROM 
into the processor board, ensuring the gap at one end aligns 
with the gap in the processor board 
structure, refer to Figure 48. Ensure the 
jumpers are in the correct position, refer to Figure 48. 
12.3 Appendix C: Forth Lolly Machine Code 
This appendix displays the entire forth lolly machine code placed in the 




Figure 47. Auto Window 










\ Lolly Machine Program  
hex 
\ ======================================================== 
\ Following word checks that the stack is between 0 & 10 - if outside this range 
\ STOPs the task and leaves a MARKER value  
\ Variable Marker 
\  :  CheckStack (  marker -- )   depth 0 11 within if drop exit then  Marker !  nod ; 
\ Usage:  0 Marker !  \ before using CHECKSTACK 
\ …..  1 CHECKSTACK …….. 2 CHECKSTACK  
\ ======================================================== 
\ I/O Board Access 
\ In this program, all accesses to the 32bit  
\ input/output board are done 16bits at a time.  
$8040 constant BaseAddress 
 
\ Low & High address output states. 
variable LowState variable HighState 
 
\ Set & Clear the bits which are set in the supplied  
\ bit mask for the Low & High address outputs.  
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\ All other bits are left unchanged 
: HighSet ( BitMask )   
    HighState @ or dup HighState ! BaseAddress 2+ ! ; 
: HighClear ( BitMask ) 
    invert HighState @ and dup HighState ! BaseAddress 2+ ! ; 
: LowSet  ( BitMask ) 
    LowState  @ or dup LowState  ! BaseAddress ! ; 
: LowClear  ( BitMask ) 
    invert LowState  @ and dup LowState  ! BaseAddress ! ; 
 
\ Stores enter either 0 or 1 into every bit of the 2bytes. 
: HighStore ( f -- ) 
    Dup HighState ! BaseAddress 2+ ! ; 
: LowStore ( f -- ) 
    Dup LowState ! BaseAddress ! ; 
 
\ Read low and high address states. 
: LowRead ( -- ) 
    BaseAddress @ ; 
: HighRead ( -- ) 




\ Initiates High and Low States - sets all bits to zero. 
: InitiateStates ( -- ) 
    0 dup HighStore LowStore ; 
\ ======================================================== 
\ Input bitmasks. #Hashtags used to symbolise a bitmask. 
 
\ Sensors - High Address Input 
1 constant #DetectorSensor 
2 constant #RejectSensor 
 
\ Buttons - High Address Inputs 
4 constant #StartButton 8 constant #CancelButton 
10 constant #RedButton 20 constant #YellowButton  
40 constant #GreenButton 80 constant #BlueButton  
 
\ Bitmasks for every button 
#BlueButton #GreenButton or #YellowButton or #RedButton  
  or #CancelButton or #StartButton or constant #AllButtons 
 
\ LimitSwitches - High Address Inputs 
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100 constant #FeedSlideOff  
200 constant #FeedSlideOn 
 
400 constant #LeftDirectorRight  
800 constant #LeftDirectorLeft 
1000 constant #RightDirectorRight 
2000 constant #RightDirectorLeft 
4000 constant #TopDirectorRight 
8000 constant #TopDirectorLeft 
 
\ LimitSwitches - Low Address Inputs 
1 constant #LCDispenserOff    \ LeftCentreDispenser Red 
2 constant #LCDispenserOn 
4 constant #RCDispenserOff    \ RightCentreDispenser Blue 
8 constant #RCDIspenserOn 
10 constant #RHDispenserOff   \ RightHandDispenser Green 
20 constant #RHDispenserOn 
4000 constant #LHDispenserOff \ LeftHandDispenser Yellow 
8000 constant #LHDispenserOn 
 
40 constant #DetectorSlideOff 
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80 constant #DetectorSlideOn 
 
\ Colour Sensors - Low Address Inputs 
\ Red=pink Blue=purple Orange=notdetected (reject) 
0400 constant #RedDetected    0800 constant #BlueDetected 
1000 constant #YellowDetected  0100 constant #GreenDetected 
 
\ Returns true if LS is on  
: LowLimitSwitch ( BitMask -- f ) 
    LowRead invert and 0= invert ; 
: HighLimitSwitch ( BitMask -- f ) 
    HighRead invert and 0= invert ; 
 
\ Returns true if valid colour - false if reject  
#BlueDetected #GreenDetected or #YellowDetected or  
  #RedDetected or constant #ValidColour 
 
\ ======================================================== 
\ Output bitmasks 
\ Segment Displays - BCD outputs - Low Address Outputs 
0001 constant #GreenDisplay  
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0010 constant #BlueDisplay 
0100 constant #RedDisplay 
1000 constant #YellowDisplay  
 
\ Displays Shifted Left 
000F constant #GreenDisplayShifted 
00F0 constant #BlueDisplayShifted 
0F00 constant #RedDisplayShifted 
F000 constant #YellowDisplayShifted 
 
\ Lights - High Address Outputs 
0100 constant #ErrorLight 
0200 constant #CancelLight 
0400 constant #StartLight 
 
\ Solenoid Valves/Actuators - High Address Outputs 
0080 constant #TopDirector     \ Top rotary V1 
0040 constant #RightDirector   \ Bottom rotary right V3 
0020 constant #LeftDirector    \ Bottom rotary left V2 




0008 constant #DetectorSlide   \ Middle Escapement (top slider) V5 
2000 constant #RejectSlide   \ Middle Escapement (bottom slider)V10 
4000 constant #Cup             \ Cup holder 
1000 constant #RejectAir 
 
0001 constant #RedDispenser  \ Bottom Escapement LC V8 
0002 constant #BlueDispenser \ Bottom Escapement RC V7 
0004 constant #GreenDispenser    \ Bottom Escapement RH V6 
8000 constant #YellowDispenser   \ Bottom Escapement LH V9 
 
\ Actuator states, as appropriate for type of actuator  
: Left  ( ActuatorBitMask )  
    HighSet ; 
: Right ( ActuatorBitMask )  
    HighClear ; 
: MoveIn ( ActuatorBitMask ) 
    HighSet ; 
: MoveOut ( ActuatorBitMask ) 





#1000 constant SlideWait 
#200 constant DetectWait 
#2000 constant RejectTime 
#100 constant ButtonWait 
 
\ ======================================================== 
\ Button Pushing - at present no special button debouncing 
\ Return true if button  is pushed 
: ButtonPushed ( ButtonMask -- f ) 
    HighRead invert  and ; 
 
\ Return true if no buttons pushed 
: NothingPushed ( -- f ) 
    #AllButtons HighRead invert and 0= ; 
 
\ Waits for no selection. Ie. Button to be released 
: WaitForNothing ( -- ) 
    begin pause NothingPushed until ; 
 
\  Add some code to read CANCEL & START Button 
\ Return True if Cancel or Start buttons pushed 
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: Start?  ( -- f )   
    #StartButton  HighLimitSwitch ; 
: Cancel? ( -- f )   




variable RedCount variable YellowCount  
variable GreenCount variable BlueCount 
variable ErrorCount 
variable RejectCount 
\ Resets all counts  
: ResetCounts ( -- ) 
    0 dup dup dup dup dup ErrorCount c! RedCount c! YellowCount c!  
    BlueCount c! GreenCount c! RejectCount c! ; 
 
\ Calculates total lollies selected 
: TotalSelected ( -- TotalCount ) 
    RedCount c@ YellowCount c@ BlueCount c@ GreenCount c@ + + + ; 
 
\ Adds to/Subtracts from counter 
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: CountAddition ( Count -- Count+1 ) 
    dup C@ 1+ swap c! ; 
: CountSubtraction ( Count -- Count-1 ) 
    dup C@ 1- swap c! ; 
 
\ MaxErrors set to 5 
$5 constant MaxErrors 
\ Return true if too many errors 
: TooManyErrors ( -- f ) 
    ErrorCount c@ MaxErrors = ; 
\ Return true if total selected is zero 
: ZeroSelected ( -- f ) 




\ Sets Lights On/Off 
: LightOn ( LightBitMask ) HighSet ; 
: LightOff ( LightBitMask ) HighClear ; 
: AllLightsOff ( -- ) 
    #StartLight LightOff #CancelLight LightOff #ErrorLight LightOff ; 
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: Error ( -- ) 
    #ErrorLight dup LightOn #500 ms LightOff ; 
 
\ flash task used as heartbeat - start light 
variable FlashTime 
32 128 64 BACKGROUND Flasher 
: Flash ( -- )    
    begin #StartLight dup LightOn FlashTime @ ms LightOff  
    FlashTime @ ms again ; 
: StartFlasher 
    #1000 FlashTime ! Flasher Build Flasher activate Flash nod ; 
 
\ flash task used as heartbeat - cancel light 
variable CancelFlashTime 
32 128 64 BACKGROUND CancelFlasher 
: CancelFlash ( -- )    
    begin #CancelLight dup LightOn CancelFlashTime @ ms LightOff  
    CancelFlashTime @ ms again ; 
: StartCancelFlasher 




\ 7 Segment LCD Display - Prints each display 
: DisplayAll ( -- ) 
    #RedDisplayShifted LowClear Redcount c@ #RedDisplay * LowSet  
    #YellowDisplayShifted LowClear YellowCount c@ #YellowDisplay * LowSet  
    #GreenDisplayShifted LowClear GreenCount c@ #GreenDisplay * LowSet  
    #BlueDisplayShifted LowClear BlueCount c@ #BlueDisplay * LowSet ; 
\ ======================================================== 
\ LCD Display  
\ LCD Command stores to LCD. Wait needed for slow LCD  
: LCDCMD ( ? -- )  
    $8000 c! 20 ms ; 
 
: InitialiseLCD ( -- ) 
    $38 LCDCMD $38 LCDCMD $6 LCDCMD $E LCDCMD ; 
: ClearLCD ( -- ) 
    $1 LCDCMD ; 
: EmittoLCD ( ? -- ) 
    $8001 c! 20 ms ; 
 
\ Types string to LCD 
: LCDType ( addr len -- ) 
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    #0 do count EmittoLcd loop drop ; 
\ Clears LCD before typing string to Line 1 of LCD 
: LCDLine1 ( string -- )   
    ClearLCD  LCDType ; 
 
\ Error Messages sent to LCD 
: DirectorError ( -- string ) 
    Error s" ERROR: Director - Check for blockages" LCDLine1 ; 
: DispenserError ( -- string ) 
    Error s" ERROR: Dispenser - Check for blockages" LCDLine1 ;  
: RejectError ( -- string ) 
    s" ERROR: Lolly Rejected" LCDLine1 ; 
: NoLollyFedError ( -- string ) 
    Error s" ERROR: Feed Empty/Lolly Jam" LCDLine1 ;  
\ ======================================================== 
\ SUSPEND an executing task and RESUME operation. SwiftX equivalents 
\ of the SwiftFORTH functions (at least in functional terms very similar) 
\ That is, put a task to sleep or wake it up. Cannot be executed by 
\ the task requiring this action. Use STOP instead. 
\ Also, these two words should not be used unless the task has 
\ been ACTIVATEd to do something 
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\ NOTE: Cannot use the names WAKE and SLEEP as these are defined 
\ as constants by the multi-tasking system 
\ Note: RESUME conflicts with same name in single step debugger, so 
\       warning temporarily disabled 
: suspend ( task )  sleep swap @ ! ; 
-? : resume ( task )  wake  swap @ ! ; 
\ ======================================================== 
\ Sorting task 
\ Returns true if lolly ready to be detected 
: DetectionReady ( -- f ) 
    #DetectorSensor HighRead invert and ;  
 
\ Feed lolly from top feed 
: FeedLolly ( -- ) 
    #FeedSlide dup MoveIn SlideWait ms MoveOut ; 
 
\ Equivalent code of feeding lolly, using Limit Switch. 
\ Not currently in use. Needs to be checked, ensuring nothing left on stack 
\ If it works also change dump lolly. Also add actuatorerror to LCD errors. 
\ #FeedSlide dup MoveIn SlideWait ms #FeedSlideOn HighLimitSwitch 0=  
\  if MoveOut SlideWait ms #FeedSlideOff HighLimitSwitch 0=  
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\    if exit else ActuatorError then 
\  else drop ActuatorError then ; 
\ : ActuatorError ( -- string ) 
\    Error s" ERROR: Actuator - Check for blockages" LCDLine1 ; 
 
\ Dump Lolly from colour detection area  
: DumpLolly ( -- ) 
    #DetectorSlide dup MoveIn Slidewait ms SlideWait ms MoveOut ; 
 
\ Returns zero if lolly in reject area 
: RejectDetected ( -- f ) 
    #RejectSensor HighRead invert and ; 
 
\ Checks the guides are set correctly for each colour  
: YellowCheck ( -- f ) 
    #TopDirectorRight HighLimitSwitch #LeftDirectorRight HighLimitSwitch + ; 
: RedCheck ( -- f ) 
    #TopDirectorRight HighLimitSwitch #LeftDirectorLeft HighLimitSwitch + ; 
: BlueCheck ( -- f ) 
    #TopDirectorLeft HighLimitSwitch #RightDirectorRight HighLimitSwitch + ; 
: GreenCheck ( -- f ) 
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    #TopDirectorLeft HighLimitSwitch #RightDirectorLeft HighLimitSwitch + ; 
 
\ SetReject deals with a rejected lolly by highlighting the error, 
\ incrementing the errorcount and moving the #RejectSlide into correct position   
: SetReject ( -- ) 
    RejectError 1 RejectCount c! #ErrorLight LightOn #RejectSlide MoveIn ; 
 
\ If lolly detected in rejection area, lolly will be flushed  
\ and settings will return to usual (non-reject).  
: RejectLolly ( -- ) 
    RejectDetected 0= if  
      else #RejectAir dup HighSet RejectTime ms HighClear  
    then #RejectSlide MoveOut #ErrorLight LightOff 0 RejectCount c! ; 
 
\ Guide Positioning - sets guides for each colour,  
\ if not set correctly will reject lolly 
: SetYellow ( -- ) 
    #TopDirector Right #LeftDirector Right SlideWait ms YellowCheck 0=  
      if else DirectorError SetReject then ;  
: SetRed ( -- ) 
    #TopDirector Right #LeftDirector Left SlideWait ms RedCheck 0=  
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      if else DirectorError SetReject then ; 
: SetBlue ( -- ) 
    #TopDirector Left #RightDirector Right SlideWait ms BlueCheck 0=  
      if else DirectorError SetReject then ; 
: SetGreen ( -- ) 
    #TopDirector Left #RightDirector Left SlideWait ms SlideWait ms GreenCheck 0= 
      if else DirectorError SetReject then ; 
 
\ Returns colourbitmask detected 
: DetectColour ( -- ColourBitMask ) 
    DetectWait ms LowRead invert ; 
 
\ Sets the directors dependent on colour detected. 
: SetDirectors ( ColourBitMask -- ) 
    dup #BlueDetected and if drop SetBlue exit then 
    dup #YellowDetected and if drop SetYellow exit then 
    dup #GreenDetected and if drop SetGreen exit then 
    #RedDetected and if SetRed exit else SetReject then   ; 
 
\ Sorts a single lolly - Checks to ensure lolly is there to be detected. 
\ If not feeds lolly. Repeats check. If still no lolly error recognised 
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\ Else detects lolly colour and deals with valid colour or reject seperately. 
: SortLolly ( -- ) 
    DetectionReady 0= if FeedLolly else then  
    DetectionReady 0= if  
      NoLollyFedError ErrorCount CountAddition 
      else DetectColour SetDirectors 
        RejectCount c@ 0=  
  if DumpLolly  \ not rejected   
         else DumpLolly SlideWait ms RejectLolly then then ; 
 
32 128 64 BACKGROUND Sorter  
\ Sort Lollies until 5 errors occur; pause task operation  
\ with error light on for 5s to allow jam to be sorted or more lollies fed 
: Sorting ( -- ) 
    begin 
      begin pause SortLolly  
        toomanyerrors 
      until NoLollyFedError 0 Errorcount c!  
      #ErrorLight LightOn #5000 ms #ErrorLight LightOff  
    again ; 
: StartSorter  
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    Sorter Build Sorter activate Sorting nod ;  
\ ======================================================== 
\ Selection task 
\ Increments counter if button pressed. Limits the count between 0 and 9 
: Countrestriction ( ColourCount -- ) 
    dup c@ 9 = if 0 swap c! else CountAddition then ; 
: Selection ( ColourCount ButtonMask -- )  
    Buttonpushed if countrestriction ButtonWait ms WaitforNothing else drop then ; 
 
\ Returns true if display limit of 9 is reached 
: DisplayLimit ( -- f ) 
    RedCount c@ 9 = BlueCount c@ 9 = GreenCount c@ 9 = YellowCount c@ 9 = or or or ; 
\ Sets the flash rate of the startlight dependending on display limit 
 : FlashSet ( -- ) 
     displaylimit if #200 FlashTime !  
     else #1000 FlashTime ! then ; 
 
\ Increases count if button is pushed. Displays the count every loop  
: Selecting ( -- ) 
    begin pause 
      FlashSet 
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      BlueCount #BlueButton Selection GreenCount #GreenButton Selection 
      YellowCount #YellowButton Selection RedCount #RedButton Selection 
      DisplayAll 
    again ; 
 
32 128 64 BACKGROUND Selector 
: StartSelector  




\ Bytetable created to monitor which button is pressed. 
\ Left column represents top row etc 
create KeyPadTable 
      1 c,  4 c,  7 c,  16 c, 
 2 c,  5 c,  8 c,  17 c,  
 3 c,  6 c,  9 c,  18 c,  
 10 c, 12 c, 14 c, 19 c, 
 11 c, 13 c, 15 c, 20 c, 
: Key1 ( index -- value ) 




\ Prints the button last pressed 
: getKey $8008 C@ $3F and Key1 ; 
 
\ ======================================================== 
\ Dispensing task 
\ Dispense one lolly. Checks limitswitches, if dispenser is not working an error  
\ is produced. Blue dispenser is slower than the rest so wait is extended.  
: DispenseYellowLolly ( -- ) 
    #YellowDispenser dup MoveIn SlideWait ms #LHDispenserOn LowLimitSwitch 0=  
    if MoveOut SlideWait ms #LHDispenserOff LowLimitSwitch 0= 
      if YellowCount CountSubtraction exit else DispenserError then  
    else MoveOut DispenserError then ; 
: DispenseRedLolly ( -- ) 
    #RedDispenser dup MoveIn SlideWait ms #LCDispenserOn LowLimitSwitch 0=  
    if MoveOut SlideWait ms #LCDispenserOff LowLimitSwitch 0=  
      if RedCount CountSubtraction else DispenserError then  
    else MoveOut DispenserError then ; 
: DispenseBlueLolly ( -- ) 
    #BlueDispenser dup MoveIn SlideWait ms #2000 ms #RCDispenserOn LowLimitSwitch 0=  
    if MoveOut SlideWait ms #2000 ms #RCDispenserOff LowLimitSwitch 0= 
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      if BlueCount CountSubtraction exit else DispenserError then  
    else MoveOut DispenserError then ; 
: DispenseGreenLolly ( -- ) 
    #GreenDispenser dup MoveIn SlideWait ms #RHDispenserOn LowLimitSwitch 0=  
    if MoveOut SlideWait ms #RHDispenserOff LowLimitSwitch 0= 
      if GreenCount CountSubtraction exit else DispenserError then  
    else MoveOut DispenserError then ; 
 
\ Continuous dispensing loop for each colour. Runs until count reaches zero. 
: DispenseGreen ( -- ) 
    GreenCount begin dup c@ while DispenseGreenLolly repeat drop ; 
: DispenseRed ( -- ) 
    RedCount begin dup c@ while DispenseRedLolly repeat drop ; 
: DispenseBlue ( -- ) 
    BlueCount begin dup c@ while DispenseBlueLolly repeat drop ; 
: DispenseYellow ( -- ) 
    YellowCount begin dup c@ while DispenseYellowLolly repeat drop ; 
 
\ Reset ready for dispensing to start 
: DispenseReset ( -- ) 
    #RedDispenser #YellowDispenser #GreenDispenser #BlueDispenser #Cup  
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    or or or or HighClear SlideWait ms ; 
 
\ Continuous loop of dispensing  
: Dispensing ( -- )  
    begin pause 
      DispenseYellow DispenseRed DispenseBlue DispenseGreen   
    again ; 
 
32 128 64 BACKGROUND Dispenser 
: StartDispenser  
    Dispenser Build Dispenser activate Dispensing nod ; 
 
\ ======================================================== 
\ Supervising task - this task is responsible for coordinating all the tasks 
\ The supervising task controls all movements between other tasks.  
\ At restart the selector task is entered. 
\ Start button --> Moves from the selector task to dispenser task. Also resets dispensers. 
\ Cancel button OR dispensing is complete (ie totalselected = 0) -->  
\ --> moves from dispenser to selector task. (If dispensing has not finished the count is reset.) 
\ Keypad 10-19 --> Resumes sorting, suspends all other tasks 
\ Keypad else --> Suspends sorting 
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\ flashing cancel and start lights prompt the users next command. 
: Supervising ( -- ) 
    begin pause 
      Start? if selector suspend flasher suspend #startlight lightoff  
   dispensereset #200 ms dispenser resume cancelflasher resume then 
 cancel? totalselected 0= or if dispenser suspend cancelflasher suspend #cancellight lightoff #cup 
highset 
   totalselected 0 > if resetcounts then displayall selector resume flasher resume then  
 10 GetKey and if Selector Suspend Dispenser Suspend Flasher Suspend #startlight lightoff 
CancelFlasher Suspend #cancellight lightoff 
      sorter resume else sorter suspend then  
    again ; 
 
32 128 64 BACKGROUND Supervisor 
 : StartSupervisor 
    Supervisor build Supervisor activate Supervising #cancellight lighton nod ; 
 
\ ======================================================== 
: GREET   ." Projects -- SwiftX/68HC11 V3.8.8 -- Lolly Machine NMIY-0020 14Oct15" ; 
 
\ Actions to occur during machine startup. Similar to "DO IT" in usercode.f 
: GO ( -- )  
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    ResetCounts InitiateStates InitialiseLCD StartFlasher StartCancelFlasher StartSorter Sorter Suspend  
    StartSelector Selector Suspend Startsupervisor StartDispenser  
    Dispenser Suspend CancelFlasher Suspend DEBUG-LOOP ; 
12.4 Appendix D: Number LEDS Technical Specifications 
The replacement of the faulty LED components required understanding the connections between the 
NMIS-3000 board, the MC14511B chip and the LTS-4640AE LED. Figure 23 shows the pin assignment used 
to debug the fault to the chip itself (refer to Section 6.1). The figure was further used to test the faulty 
LED segments, also using Table 11.  
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Table 11. LTS-4640AE Pin Configuration 
Number Connection 
1 Anode F 
2 Anode G 
3 No Pin 
4 Common Cathode * 
5 No Pin 
6 Anode E 
7 Anode D 
8 Anode C 
9 Anode D.P 
10 No Pin 
11 No Pin 
12 Common Cathode * 
13 Anode B 
14 Anode A 
* Pin 4 and 12 are internally 
connected 
 
12.5 Appendix E: DotStar Implementation 
Table 12 is a comparison between the Adafruit DotStar and Neopixels used during objective three.  
The code developed for the DotStar is shown below. The code includes the SPI connection, fundamental 
words and patterns. The patterns are easily implemented into the machine code.  
Table 12. DotStar-Neopixel Comparison 
  DotStar  Neopixel 
Advantages Fasta data and PWM 
rates 
Cost 
No strict timing 
required 
Wide range of forms 
(pixels, rings etc) 
Servo library provided Only needs one pin 
Disadvantages Cost Strict 800kHz data 
rate  
Only available as strip PWM rate not suitable 
for persistence of 
vision effects 
Needs two pins for 
control 




\ DotStar Code - Individually Addressable LEDs 
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\ SPI Communication 
\ SPCR Breakdown : bit 6 = enable SPI, bit 4 = enable Master Device,  
\ bit 3 = Clock Polarity set for LEDs, bit 2 = Clock Phase set for LEDs,  
\ bit 1 and bit 0 set for speed 
: Set.SPI ( -- ) 
  ff ddrd c! ddrd c@ drop spcr c@ drop %01010011 spcr c! spcr c@ drop ; 
\ Tests if the previous transfer is complete (checking SPIF is on)  
: ready? ( -- flag ) 
  spsr c@ $80 and ; 
 
\ Stores data in SPDR, checks data was send and clears the SPI Flag 
: sendbyte ( b1 -- ) 
  spdr c! begin pause ready? until spdr c@ drop spsr c@ drop ; 
\ Send 4 bytes = frame 
: sendframe ( b3 b2 b1 b0 -- ) 
  4 0 do sendbyte loop ;  
\ Sends start frame (32 zeroes) over SPI 
: startframe  0 0 0 0 sendframe ; 
\ Sends end frame (32 ones) over SPI 
: endframe ff ff ff ff sendframe ; 




#60 4 * create TheLEDarray drop 
 : LedArray ( index -- address )   
      TheLEDArray + ; 
 
\ Reference used to index in to arrays throughout program 
variable reference 
\ Specific Byte References 
: BrightnessReference ( -- ) 0 Reference c! ; 
: BlueReference ( -- ) 1 Reference c! ; 
: GreenReference ( -- ) 2 Reference c! ; 
: RedReference ( -- ) 3 Reference c! ; 
 
\ Used to individually address bytes.  
: BrightnessByte ( b -- )reference c@ LEDarray c! ; 
: BlueByte ( b -- )reference c@ 1 + LEDarray c! ; 
: GreenByte ( b -- )reference c@ 2 + LEDarray c! ; 
: RedByte ( b -- )reference c@ 3 + LEDarray c! ; 
: LED# ( n -- ) 4 * reference c! ; 
 
\ Updates all bytes  RGB or brightness 
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: BytesUpdate ( Colour LoopCount -- )  
  0 do dup reference c@ LEDarray c! reference c@ 4 + reference c! loop drop ;  
: GlobalBrightness ( -- ) BrightnessReference #60 BytesUpdate ; 
: AllBlue ( -- ) BlueReference #60 BytesUpdate ; 
: AllGreen ( -- ) GreenReference #60 BytesUpdate ; 
: AllRed ( -- ) RedReference #60 BytesUpdate ; 
 
\ Sends DataFrames (LEDarray) over SPI 
: DataFrames ( b60*4 ... b2 b1 b0 -- ) 
  #240 0 do i LEDarray c@ SendByte loop ; 
\ Updates data by sending start, data and end frames  
: DataUpdate  
  StartFrame DataFrames EndFrame ; 
 
\ Resets All LEDs 
: ResetLEDS 0 AllRed 0 AllGreen 0 AllBlue ff GlobalBrightness ; 
\ Initialises SPI connection and resets LEDs 
: InitiateLEDS Set.SPI ResetLEDS DataUpdate ; 
 
\ Sets all lights to one colour 
: LightStrip ( b4 b3 b2 b1 -- ) AllRed AllGreen AllBlue GlobalBrightness DataUpdate ; 
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: WhiteLight ( -- )  
   FF dup dup dup LightStrip ; 
: RedLight ( -- ) 
   FF 0 0 FF LightStrip ; 
: BlueLight ( -- ) 
   FF FF 0 0 LightStrip ; 
: GreenLight ( -- ) 
   FF 0 FF 0 LightStrip ; 
: YellowLight ( -- ) 
   FF 0 FF FF LightStrip ; 
: OrangeLight ( -- ) 
   FF 0 #75 FF LightStrip ; 
 
\ Updates all Global Brightness ( 32 bits with bits 7 6 and 5 needing to be set) 
: GlobalBrightUpdate E0 + GlobalBrightness DataUpdate ; 
 
\ Pulses three different settings of specific colour 
: GreenPulse ( Colour -- ) 
  55 AllGreen 0 AllRed 0 AllBlue A GlobalBrightUpdate AA AllGreen 14 GlobalBrightUpdate 
  FF AllGreen 1F GlobalBrightUpdate AA AllGreen 14 GlobalBrightUpdate ; 
: RedPulse ( -- ) 
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   55 AllRed 0 AllBlue 0 AllGreen A GlobalBrightUpdate AA AllRed 14 GlobalBrightUpdate  
   FF AllRed 1F GlobalBrightUpdate AA AllRed 14 GlobalBrightUpdate ;  
: BluePulse ( -- )  
   55 AllBlue 0 AllGreen 0 AllRed A GlobalBrightUpdate DataUpdate AA AllBlue 14 GlobalBrightUpdate 
DataUpdate  
   FF AllBlue 1F GlobalBrightUpdate DataUpdate AA AllBlue 14 GlobalBrightUpdate DataUpdate ;  
: YellowPulse ( -- )     
   FF AllRed FF AllGreen 0 AllBlue 1 GlobalBrightUpdate 14 GlobalBrightUpdate 
   1F GlobalBrightUpdate 14 GlobalBrightUpdate ; 
 
\ The LED strip is dependent on the user-selected lollies. Ie. If only blue lollies are selected 
\ all LEDS would turn blue 
variable LEDCounter variable BlueRatio variable GreenRatio variable RedRatio 
variable YellowRatio 
\ Word used to find ratio of all colours in terms of LED number 
: BlueLEDCheck BlueCount c@ 0= if 0 BlueRatio c! else #60 bluecount c@ * totalselected / blueratio c! 
then ; 
: GreenLEDCheck GreenCount c@ 0= if 0 GreenRatio c! else #60 Greencount c@ * totalselected / 
Greenratio c! then ; 




: YellowLEDCheck YellowCount c@ 0= if 0 YellowRatio c! else #60 Yellowcount c@ * totalselected / 
Yellowratio c! then ; 
\ Calculates all colour LED ratios 
: LEDRatioCalculation BlueLEDCheck GreenLEDCheck RedLEDCheck YellowLEDCheck ; 
 
\ Sets the specific LED colour bytes dependent on the colours ratio.  
: BlueCountLED ( -- ) BlueRatio c@ 0= if exit else 1 Reference c! ff BlueRatio c@ BytesUpdate BlueRatio 
c@  LEDCounter c! then ; 
: GreenCountLED ( -- ) GreenRatio c@ 0= if exit else LEDCounter c@ 4 * 2 + Reference c! ff GreenRatio c@ 
BytesUpdate GreenRatio c@ LEDCounter c@ + LEDCounter c! then ; 
: YellowCountLED ( -- ) YellowRatio c@ 0= if exit else LEDCounter c@ 4 * 3 + Reference c! ff YellowRatio 
c@ BytesUpdate LEDCounter c@ 4 * 2 + Reference c! ff YellowRatio c@ BytesUpdate YellowRatio c@ 
LEDCounter c@ + LEDCounter c! then ; 
: RedCountLED ( -- ) RedRatio c@ 0= if exit else LEDCounter c@ 4 * 3 + Reference c! ff RedRatio c@ 
BytesUpdate then ; 
\ Completes the entire action of resetting LEDs, and re-entering data based on ratio selected.  
: LEDCounting LEDRatioCalculation 0 LEDCounter c! ResetLEDS BlueCountLED GreenCOuntLED 
YellowCountLED RedCountLED DataUpdate ; 
 
\ Randomly selected values between 0 and ff are placed into the respective LED byte 
: RandomGreens ( -- )  
 GreenReference #60 0 do FF choose reference c@ LEDarray c! reference c@ 4 + reference c! loop ;  
: RandomBrightness ( b -- )  
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  BrightnessReference #60 0 do FF choose reference c@ LEDarray c! reference c@ 4 + reference c! loop ;  
: RandomBlues ( -- )  
 BlueReference #60 0 do FF choose reference c@ LEDarray c! reference c@ 4 + reference c! loop ;  
: RandomReds ( -- )  
 RedReference #60 0 do FF choose reference c@ LEDarray c! reference c@ 4 + reference c! loop ;   
\ Randomises all colour bits and brightness at once. 
: Randomise RandomGreens RandomBlues RandomReds RandomBrightness Dataupdate ; 
\ ======================================================== 
12.6 Appendix F: NMIS-5052 
Figure 49 and Figure 50 are the NMIS-5052 board unit layout and schematic respectively. The diagrams 
were used to understand the connections required for the SIC during objective five.  
 
 




Figure 50. NMIS-5052 Schematic [21] 
